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ultimate compressive strength of concrete in 
bending
yield stress of the longitudinal steel
yield stress of the transverse steel
area of longitudinal steel
area of transverse steel
spacing of the transverse steel
wall-thickness of hollow beam
depth of neutral-axis below top surface of beam
depth of neutral-axis prior to cracking
depth of neutral-axis at ultimate
moment lever arm
tensile stress of concrete
compressive stress of concrete
(v)
f maximum principal stress
^c compressive strain of concrete
£t tensile strain of concrete
C compressive force in concrete
T tensile force in concrete
E Modulus of Elasticity
E Modulus of Elasticity in bending
Ep Modulus of Elasticity in compression
G Shear Modulus of Elasticity
/** Poisson's ratio
I Moment of inertia about axis of bending
J Polar moment of inertia
C, bending moment constant
y torsion moment constant
k = d/b geometric constant
t torsional stress
<X angle of crack up to neutral-axis
u/ angle of crack above neutral-axis
A angle of inclination of compression fulcrum at
	ultimate
0 angle of crack across top surface of beam at 
	failure
M, bending moment
M, torsion moment t
0 = M,/M. ratio of bending moment to torsion moment
M ultimate resistance of beam subjected to
u bending




The application of loads normal to the plane of a reinforced 
concrete grid-frgme produces combinations of bending moment and 
torsion moment in the beams due to the monolithic connection of 
longitudinal and transverse members. The torsion moments are of 
secondary importance in practice and are neglected for working load 
design according to C.P.114 (1957). Two outstanding exceptions, 
however, are the design of edge-beams for Waterloo Bridge and the 
balcony of the Royal Festival Hall, in London. The effect of 
torsion moments at ultimate load is to reduce the ultimate bending 
capacity of the beam so that consideration must be given to this 
reduction in calculation of the design load factor. The study is 
therefore concerned with the evaluation of moments at the ultimate 
load stage.
The extraction of the main longitudinal beam from the grid, 
together with the transverse beam connection, permits investigation 
only of the effect of the combined moments on the longitudinal beam 
and calculation of its ultimate moment capacity under a known torsion 
moment applied through the transverse beam connection. A mechanism 
of failure is assumed whereby only the ultimate applied loads are 
considered and the Principle of Least Work is applied to rotation of 
the beam about a compression fulcrum along the neutral-axis. An 
expression is derived which is independent of the combination of load 
increments up to ultimate, and is equally true for bending or torsion
moment.
An investigation is also made of the crack behaviour of the 
beam since the resolution of bending moments and torsion moments 
about the inclined neutral-axis at the ultimate stage is shown to be 
a function of the initial angle of crack. A necessary part of the
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study, therefore, is concerned with the early stages of loading 
prior to cracking and the resistance of the beam is shown to be 
determined by the properties of the concrete subjected to the 
individual bending and torsional stresses. Cracking is then 
propogated at an angle across the beam section as the concrete 
attains its maximum1 tensile strength and the ultimate values are 
defined at the stage when the failure crack intercepts the neutral- 
axis on the vertical sides of the beam.
An experimental investigation is carried out to justify 
the assumptions made in the theoretical analysis of the beam and 
to give a comparison between calculated and practical values of 
ultimate moment. The results of other studies are included in 
this comparison.
Finally, the experimental and analytical investigation is 
extended to consider the analysis of a reinforced concrete frame. 
A mathematical method is outlined for evaluation of moments at 
working load and the theory derived in the main part of the study 




The design of reinforced concrete beams is largely deter- 
mined by the applied bending moment and any secondary effects due 
to torsion are usually considered to be negligible. As a result, 
research has been largely concerned with the effects of bending 
of beams and few studies, in comparison, have dealt with the 
problem of torsion. Further, the application of mathematical 
theory to the rectangular section subjected to torsional stresses 
is complex so that design-formulae have not been readily evolved.
A review of current Codes of Practice in twenty-two countries by
(1)* 
Fisher and Zia shox/s that only sixteen specify torsion design
requirements and of those only half give more than permissable 
stresses. C.P.114. (1957) contains no recommendation for torsion 
design. An interesting point, emerging from the Fisher Review, 
is that many codes which have adopted an ultimate strength approach 
are still based on the classical elastic theory of St. Venant.
Few examples are available in practice where the torsion 
moments control design of the main beam. Two outstanding 
exceptions, however, are the design of the box-section used in 
Waterloo Bridge, London, and the triangular girders supporting 
the balcony of the Royal Festival Hall, London.
With the development of the principle of ultimate load 
design in reinforced concrete, investigation into combined loading 
has become necessary in order to assess the value of ultimate 
bending moment to be used in evaluation of the design load factor.
Numbers in parenthesis denote references at the end of the thesis,
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Research into problems of combinations of bending and shear or 
axial load has again preceded investigations of beams subjected
to combined bending and torsion. It seems likely that new design
(2 3 A) 
concepts ' '* , at present being discussed with a view to proposals
for a new Code of Practice for reinforced concrete design will 
impose greater responsibility on calculating the value of load 
factor to be used in assessing an overall design factor.
The main application of combinations of bending and torsion 
moment is to longitudinal and transverse reinforced concrete beams 
connected together monolithically in a frame which is loaded 
normally to its plane. In this case, the longitudinal beams are 
subjected to primary bending moments due to the applied loading 
and to secondary torsion moments induced by the transverse beams 
at the rigid beam-to-beam, or, beam-column-beam connections.
This particular load application forms the basis of the 
present study. The author feels that even though the torsional 
effect is secondary and has not been included in the design of the 
beam at working load, a more realistic load factor is obtained for 
the design if the torsion moment is considered in calculating the 
ultimate moment. In order to simplify the problem, only the 
longitudinal beam is considered in this study and the application 
of torsional load is simulated by transmitting the torsion moment 
through concrete arms rigidly fixed to the beam.
An analytical investigation is made to calculate the 
ultimate bending moment of a reinforced concrete beam subjected to 
combined bending and torsion moments at ultimate. An expression 
is derived which is equally true for evaluation of an ultimate 
torsion moment given a knox-m applied bending moment and vice-versa 
although the former application is less common in practice. The
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expression is independent of the sequence of applying the loads 
and depends only on the values of moment at ultimate, this stage 
being defined by the maximum loads resisted by the beam, and more 
exactly by a limiting condition of crack propogation in the 
eventual failure zone.
An extensive research programme has been carried out 
recently in U.S.S.R. and the theory given for a specified failure 
mechanism at ultimate has been adopted and modified by the author. 
This ultimate equilibrium theory enables equilibrium conditions
to be applied to the rotation of the beam about a compression
:,(>/ 
hinge which forms in the cracked area. The initial part of the
author's investigation is therefore concerned with the propogation 
of cracks in a reinforced concrete beam and, in particular, from 
initial application of load up to the loads causing initial 
cracking of the concrete, and the final part with the load stage 
from initial cracking up to the formation of the final failure 
crack.
It is shown that during the initial load stages and prior 
to cracking, the resistance of the beam is determined by the 
properties of the concrete only and an expression is derived for 
the angle of crack in terms of the bending and torsional stresses 
of concrete. The mathematical theory for evaluation of the 
torsional stress of a rectangular section is examined and both 
elastic and plastic deformations are considered for application to 
the behaviour of plain concrete. Assumptions for the stress- 
strain relationship of the concrete under both bending and torsion 
loads must then be made.
The second part of the theoretical investigation considers 
the behaviour of the beam beyond initial cracking to the ultimate
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load stage so that redistribution of stress occurs as the lower 
fibres of the concrete reach the naxinun tensile strength and 
the crack extends across the b.ean« An expression for the 
crack development at ultimate, determined by the propogation of 
the crack up to the neutral-axis position, is then used to derive 
general design equations. Therefore, although only the final 
values of applied load are used at the ultimate stage, the design 
equation also includes an expression relating the nature of the 
crack behaviour under the combined loads applied up to ultimate.
The exact mathematical analysis of the failure mechanism 
as given by Lessig is overelaborate for working design procedure 
and the author attempts to simplify the expression by making 
assumptions without introducing inaccuracies of magnitude greater 
than those accepted in the working design. Further flexibility 
is achieved by Eliminating the dependence of the expression on 
the load ratio so that the load condition is only introduced as a 
final consideration in the design.
Some thought is given to the practical application of the 
theoretical equation derived for calculating the ultimate moment, 
and the presentation of data in chart form, covering a range of 
material properties, is consideredj for example, variations in 
concrete strengths according to mix design. However, a necessary 
restriction on the range of properties for a given section is in 
the use of under-reinforced design only, so that the yield stresses 
of the reinforcement can be used in the design equation and failure 
is brought about by crushing of the concrete in the compression 
zone of the beam. This condition is satisfied by balanced
designs for working moments and only in exceptional cases is beam
failure due to fracture of the steel. Ghinenkov showed in
the Russian tests that 99% of the beams tested failed according to
- 7 -
the mechanism considered in this investigation.
An experimental investigation on model reinforced concrete 
beams and simulating.the longitudinal beam of a frame system with 
transverse arms applying the torsion load is carried out to justify 
the assumptions made in the theoretical analysis. Results are 
also used from other practical studies to illustrate the application 
of the derived equations and give a comparison of practical and 
calculated moments at ultimate.
The final part of the study introduces the problem of the 
inter-connection of beams as elements of a rigid frame, and 
theoretical methods are considered for both irorking and ultimate 
load. The effects of the transverse beam members on the long- 
itudinal beams and the transmission of moments by means of the 
monolithic connections is examined in relation to the theories 
put forward for the simpler longitudinal element considered earlier.
The application of combined bending and torsion moments is 
therefore examined for all stages of load,and a particular study 
is made of the beam at ultimate and the effect of varying the 
torsion moment on the ultimate capacity of the beam in bending.
The restraining effect of the in-situ slab has not been 
included in this study and consideration has not beon given to 
shear effects, which would exist at all times. The author feels, 
however, that research into the problem at present under examination 
has not been extensive and that simplifications made at this stage 
are justified with a view to further development of the theory 
taking these additional factors into account.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
2..1 General;
It is proposed to outline previous investigations into the 
problem of combined bending and torsion for both elastic and 
plastic behaviour and follow the development of theory from the 
circular to the rectangular section. Also, as solutions to the 
problem of torsion have been more difficult to obtain than for 
bending acting alone, it is proposed to include only the invest- 
igations into the torsion problem and finally investigations into 
combinations of torsion and bending for both working and ultimate 
load conditions. 
2^2 Introduction:
Before attempting to investigate analytically the behaviour 
of a non-homogeneous material such as concrete subjected to either 
bending or torsion stresses, certain basic assumptions must be 
made x/ith regard to stress-strain relationships for the concrete 
subjected to the different loadings. It is proposed to review 
in this Chapter theoretical, empirical and experimental invest- 
igations that have been carried out to examine in particular the
/
behaviour of concrete subjected to torsional stresses so that a 
basis may be formed for examination of the behaviour of concrete 
in the beam from initial application of the loads through to the 
ultimate stage. It is shown in Chapter 4 that prior to cracking, 
the behaviour of a reinforced beam subjected to combined bending 
and torsion is determined only by the resistance of the concrete 
to the individual bending and torsion stress. It has been 
accepted that whije solutions are available for the properties of 
concrete subjected to bending only, a review of previous studies
-9 -
is required to assess the resistance of concrete to torsion especially 
for rectangular sections. Further, since this investigation is 
to be concerned with the behaviour of the beam at all load stages, 
some thought is given to the change in properties that may occur 
at a load stage defined by initial cracking of the concrete.
Finally, it is proposed to review the work that has already 
been carried out on the problem of combined bending and torsion at 
the ultimate load stage of a reinforced or prestressed beam and the 
extension of this theory to the evaluating of the ultimate moment 
of beams forming units or elements of a grid-frame system in which 
bending and torsion moments are produced by beams framing in to 
the monolithic joint of a reinforced concrete frame loaded normal 
to the plane.
2.3 Elastic Torsion Theory; 
(a) Circular Section;- The theory for the application of torsion
to an elastic, isotropic circular section is long established and
(7) 
full accounts are given in most textbooks . This theory has been
used for plain concrete and an expression obtained for the moment 
of resistance in terms of the diameter of the circle and the maximum 
torsional shear stress of the concrete occurring at the surface 
layer. Plowever the expression is dependent on tiro assumptions, 
namely that the circular boundary remains undistorted, and that 
cross-sections remain plane and rotate as is absolutely rigid.
Experimental investigations carried out to study the 
distribution of shear stress over a circular section of plain 
concrete include work by MORSdT , ANDERSE1T and MARSHALL and 
TEMBE^ . Morsoh's tests give first evidence of the now familiar 
forty-five degree failure crack due to diagonal tension; Andersen's 
tests include strain measurements on the basis of an elastic
- 10 -
approach and Marshall compares the ultimate tensile strength of 
the concrete to a value of stress given by the average for elastic 
and plastic stress distribution.
(b) Rectangular Section;- The original assumptions made for the 
circular section are no longer true due to warping of the rect- 
angular section and introduction of an additional axial stress.
The theoretical method derived by ST. VMANT^ 11 ' and later expressed
(12) 
by ID¥E V is essentially the derivation of a mathematical
expression for the stress function, 0, and differentiating to
obtain the shear stresses T and X . TIMOSHENKO and GOODlEIr "^'xz yz
have developed the approach based on PRANDTL'S Membrane Theory^ . 
In both cases, however, the theoretical equations involve hyperbolic 
terms with resultant complexity of the final expressions. 
Simplifications have all been based upon using the maximum, or 
minimum, values of 7T . As the application of the theory to 
rectanguilar sections forms part of the investigation of the 
properties of concrete at initial stages of loading, the author 
has included the more detailed study of St. Venant's Theory in 
Chapter 3.
A large number of experimental and empirical studies have 
been carried out on rectangular plain concrete sections, and at 
the same time as those investigations for circular sections. In 
addition, the practical application of including reinforcement in 
the section must be considered. BACH and GRAF^ were probably 
first to investigate the effects of various reinforcements and 
deduced an expression for maximum noment in terms of the maximum 
shearing stress occuring at the mid-point of the longer side. 
ANDERSEN suggests for square sections a parabolic distribution 
of shearing stress and derives a relationship between the length
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of side and radius of the equivalent circle using BACH'S formula.
(17) RAUSCH confines his original theory to spiral reinforcement
with application to column design, and assumes that both the steel 
and concrete behave elastically within the stresses permitted by
the Code of Practice for spiral reinforcement,
(l*} 
More recently however COWANV ' has extended the theories
of Rausch by applying the principle of strain energy and comparing 
the energy stored in the reinforcement and the concrete under 
compression against the work done by the torsion moment, modifying 
the theory for the more practical case of longitudinal reinforcement 
using the St. Venant Principle.
In general however the experimental and empirical studies 
of YOUNG, SAGAR, and HUGHES^ 19 ', MIYAMOTC/ 20 ', TURNER and DAVIES^ 21 ', 
and MARSHALL and TEMBE^ all indicate a non-elastic behaviour 
and equate the torsional strength of the section to the tensile 
strength of the concrete. Nevertheless the extensive studies 
carried out by Cowan do indicate that some elastic behaviour takes 
place and that design equations based upon elastic theory give 
satisfactory results over a specified load range defined by Cowan's 
nvisco-elastic" limit. 
2.4. Plastic_Jorsion Theory;
The development of a plastic theory and the experimental
representation of torsional stress distribution for a cylindrical
(22) 
or prismatic bar is given by NADAP using a sand heap analogy.
This concept is considered in more detail in Chapter 3 for its
application to the rectangular plain concrete section.
(23) 
Experimental evidence has been gathered by MARSHALL/""^ to
show that an expression based upon the assumption that concrete is 
fully plastic gives a satisfactory explanation for the value of
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 torsional shear stress at ultimate, and more recently ERNST^' has 
included a plastic equation for evaluation of torque capacity for 
reinforced sections. The general opinion is that near ultimate 
load, redistribution of stress takes place over the cross section 
and by assuming uniform torsional stress, simpler formulae can be 
evolved. This conclusion is substantiated by Marshall's work^ 10 ' 
on crack observation by using strips of plaster to investigate 
location of the first crack, which is not located at the mid-point
of the longer side as is suggested by an elastic stress distribution.
(25)
NYLA.NDER , basing his statements on a large series of tests,
indicates for T-sections in particular, that the uniform stress 
at ultimate is 1 the maximum torsional strength of the concrete.
The relation between any change from an elastic to a plastic
condition and the formation and development of internal cracks has
(26) 
been studied by EVANS* for beams subjected to bending load, and
(27) by KAPLA.N who shows experimentally, using sophisticated strain
measuring techniques, that cracking is initiated at loads consid- 
erably less than ultimate and suggests concrete strain as the 
criterion. Evans outlines changes in strain distribution both 
before and after cracking.
2 ..
The application of the studies mentioned above to the 
problem of combined bending and torsion indicates that different- 
ation must be made between the initial and final stages of applied 
load, so that development of formulae has proceeded as for the 
studies of bending or torsion acting alone.
j>) Elastic Theory-Circular Section?- The general theory given 
by TIMOSHEMCT 7 ' includes a mathematical theory for the application 
of combined bending and torsion to circular sections, in which an
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expression, is derived for the stress in terms of an equivalent 
bending moment.
Rectangular Section;- BORG and GENARCT 28 'show how the elastic 
theories of St. Venant and Prandtl can be applied to structural 
steel sections on the assumption that rotation takes place about 
the shear-centre of the section, and specify in each case the 
degree of restraint against warping. The combined action of 
bending and torsion is then considered in frame analysis using 
moment distribution techniques in two planes and combining the
individual solutions by super-position. The main studies using
(29)
an elastic approach for reinforced concrete are by Cowan and,
in particular, a theory is given using Rankine's Maximum Principal 
Stress criterion and Coulomb's Internal Friction criterion for 
problems of combined stress. .The experimental investigation is 
primarily concerned with the types of failure of the beam rather 
than the ultimate values of the combined loading, but Cowan 
indicates a correlation of the proposed theory up to the "visco- 
elastic" limit.
(b) Plastic Theories - Rec.taj^ujAr__S_ectign r - The theoretical 
application to reinforced concrete beams must take into account 
the non-homogeneous nature of the concrete. Most studies, as
a result, introduce the concept of plastic behaviour at some stage
(25) 
of the applied loading. NYLAHDER^ Jl first introduced the problem
of combined bending and torsion to reinforced concrete frames and 
on the assumption of full plasticity at failure; FISHER^ 3 , 
investigating the criterion for failure for variable combinations 
of bending and torsion, revie\/s most of the evidence obtained from
previous studies of the problem of torsion acting alone, and
(31) 
previously discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4.; while RACr
investigates the problem theoretically by assuming that rupture 
takes place at the stage where the layer of concrete at the centre 
of gravity of the shear stress diagram reaches the value of 
ultimate shear stress, and concludes that correlation is obtained 
for non-uniform stress distribution in evaluating the ultimate 
strength of the concrete.
The most comprehensive study, however, and the one to be 
adopted by the author, is given by LESSnr 32 , CHINENKOv' , 
LYALIir 33 ', GVOZDEV^ 3^ and YUDII/ 35 \ The theory is commonly 
referred to as the Ultimate Equilibrium Method in which design 
formulae are developed for the combined moments at ultimate by 
assuming failure of a reinforced concrete beam due to yielding 
of the reinforcement crossing the crack about which failure takes 
place. Two types of failure-crack are considered in the 
experimental investigation, but in all but one test, failure 
occurs due to rotation about a compression-hinge acting along the 
line of inclination of a horizontal neutral-axis and intercepting 
the two vertical sides of the beam. This mechanism of failure 
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. An exact mathematical 
analysis of the Principle of Least Work applied to the failure- 
zone at ultimate load by LESSKr gives complicated equations
(35) 
which are later modified by YUDINV ^' by assuming a constant
' neutral-axis depth. Experimental studies by CHINENKOV , 
LYALUr 33 and GVOZDEV give good correlation with theory and 
there is no doubt in the author's mind that the equilibrium approach 
to the problem of combined bending and torsion gives a more 
realistic picture of the failure mechanism than any other. As a 




SARKAIT has applied the theory to hollow rectangular
reinforced beams and calculates the depth of the neutral-axis for 
bending acting alone, then reduces this value by J~2 for combined 
bending and torsion, assuming a constant horizontal angle of 
inclination of 45 . Sarkar also simplifies the expression for 
length of crack by assuming the angle of crack above the neutral- 
axis to be 4.5 . BOAZ^ confirms the requirement of considering 
the combined effects of the applied bending and torsion loads and 
shows for the range of loadings investigated experimentally that 
agreement is not possible using individually calculated moments. 
For these values, 3oaz used the A.S.C.E. - A.C.I, recommendations 
for ultimate flexural load and an expression for ultimate torsion 
related to the St. Venant constants and a value for ultimate 
tensile strength.
GESUHD, 3GHUETTE, BUCHAMAN and GRAT 38 ' also extend the 
ultimate equilibrium principle by using design sections to ensure 
yielding of both longitudinal and transverse stool, but including 
in the ultimate moment equations expressions for the resistance 
of the longitudinal reinforcement due to dowel action and due to 
bending of the bars. A modified failure scheme is also consid- 
ered whereby an S~shaped hinge is formed on the top surface of 
the beam and intercepts the vertical side cracks which are perp- 
endicular at the bottom and horizontal towards the top of the 
vertical sides of the beam..
(c) Prestressed .concrete;- Experimental investigations into the 
application of combined bending and torsion to prestressod concrete 
T-beams by REEVES^ and to prestressed concrete I-beams by 
GARDEIIEFT indicate the need for further research in this field. 
Both studies are concerned with variations in the sequence of
- 16 -
applied loads and its effect on ultimate strength. ROVTEr^"' had 
reported earlier on this subject and suggested the possible use 
of interaction curves. He also emphasised the importance of the 
bearing supoort to ensure rotation about the centroidal-axis and 
stated that failure of a prestrossed beam under combined load is 
sudden and explosive. 
_(d) Grid Frames;- The final field of investigation is the problem
of combined bending and torsion occurring in grid frames loaded
fio)
normally to the plane. REYNOLDS v^' calculates collapse loads
for prestressed concrete grillages by assuming rotation about 
plastic-hinges and comparing values found by Lower Bound and Upper 
Bound techniques. By introduction of a sufficient number of 
bending and torsion hinges, normal or skew-grid frames are solved 
and without calculation of the hinge rotation. Reynolds assumes 
however that rotation of the transverse beams takes place at the 
joint, due to the form of prestressing, and this rerrnits further 
simplification as there is zero torsional moment in the transverse
members of the grillage.
(/-})
GOUDA ^ presents a method for analysing and determining
the actual stresses in beams and slabs taonolithically connected 
and taking into consideration the effect of the torsional rigidity 
of each on the other. The necessary assumptions, however, are 
for an elastic, homogeneous condition and that the ends of the beam 
are rigidily fisred, so that the application is limited. The 
valuable work of BAKER^' ^> 46) has not yet been extended to 
space-frames with resultant introduction of both bending and 
torsion moments. A large research programme on plaatic-hingcs ' 
has been carried out with application to reinforced concrete plane- 
frames and it remains to extend this research to space-frames.
- 17 -
It would seem, therefore, that future investigation will 
be concerned with these aspects, meanwhile, the author's own work 
is concerned with a reinforced beam as an element of the frame 
and subjected to both bending and torsion moments.
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CHAPTER _ J 
TORSION THEORY., APPLIED TO A RECTANGULAR SECTION
General:
Reference has been ;aade in Chapter Two to the application 
of pure torsion to a rectangular section and to the complexity of 
the equations based on an exact mathematical treatment of this 
problem. The author has therefore included a separate Chapter 
for amplification and assessment of these equations so that a basis 
may be formed for investigation of the behaviour of concrete in 
Chapter Four. 
3.2 Introduction:
It is proposed to outline in this Chapter the two main 
methods by which the application of the elastic torsion theory to
a rectangular section has been developed firstly by St. Venant
(12) 
and later adopted by Love v , and secondly by Prandtl's Membrane
(13) 
Theory as given by Timoshenko and Goodier . The degree of
complexity of the equations due to the inclusion of hyperbolic terms 
has limited their application, and it is shown how computer 
programmes give solutions for specified sections. The main 
application of the original equations, however, has been in the 
form of expressions involving only the maximum stress values. 
This method of representation is given in most text-books on the 
subject and has been adopted by most investigators in applying 
elastic conditions to the rectangular section.
It is further proposed to outline the plastic theory applied
(2?) 
to rectangular sections as developed by Nadai ~ , using a sand-
heap analogy, in view of the experimental evidence for non-elastic 
behaviour of concrete at later stages of loading. This theory is
- 19 -
used for derivation of an equation expressing the behaviour of a 
reinforced concrete beam subjected to combined bending and torsion 
prior to cracking. 
-2-n3--St._ .Venant Theory;
St. Venant considers the problem of torsion of prismatical 
bars, by couples applied at the ends, using a semi-inverse method 
in which assumptions are made as to the deformation of the twisted 
bar, then equations derived to satisfy both the equilibrium and 
boundardy conditions. 
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Consider a standard rectangle, and introduce non-dimensional 
functions:-




An identical solution is given by Love only introducing 'n + 1' 




and these final expressions in I and Z have been incorporated inz x
s. computer programme for solution, giving values as shown in 
Fig. 2.3 for grid points on the quarter cross-section. The 






















A second approach to the problem is given by Timoshenko 
and Goodier using the membrane analogy developed by Prandtl in 1906, 
in which a homogeneous membrane supported at the edges with the 
same outline as the tx;isted cross-section is considered. This 
application is therefore true for both elastic conditions and beyond 
yield since the membrane represents stress distribution over 
the elastic region and the stress over the plastic area is given 
by a surface of constant maximum slope corresponding to the yield
stress.
Consider,
uniform tension at edges ~ s/unit length 
and uniform lateral pressure = ay unit area
then, using the St. Venant rectangle.
(ii) -7Z.5CX
b_, b~» ... constant coefficients 
Yp Y , .., functions of y
(iii)









satisfying symmetry and zero deflection at y - - b
therefore from (ii)
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tan 0 = /tm
(tm)
The a^ove expressions and those given in s
ection 3.3 differ 
essentially in the length of side 'a' or '
V used, so that in 
comparing solutions in Z^ and Y , account must
 be taken of the 
factor 'b/a', equal to two in this case. 
Comments on these 
results are given in section 3.7.
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3.5 Approximate Expressions;
Approximate expressions Eliminating the hyperbolic terras 
have been de\*eloped by many authors by assuming a specified stress 
distribution over the sides of the rectangle and. deriving an 
equation in terras of the maximum stresses, assumed to occur at the 
mid-points of the sides.
to)Seeley uses Bach's Method and assumes a parabolic 
distribution with maximum stress at the raid-point of the longest 
side of the rectangle to simplify the St. Venant equations. The 
value for torsion moment is then given as
Mt =~^^^
and values of od are tabulated for 'b/a' varying between 1 andoo.
(7) Tiraoshenko^ gives the same equation and almost identical
Oi. -values.
Approximate formulae are similarly obtained from the 
Membrane Theory by assuming that the maximum value of stress occurs
at maximum slope of the membrane, and Timoshenko and Goodier by
.... nXb . 
approximating the comberging series in cosh 2a give,
Mt = k2 (2a)2 (2b)rmx
Values of k~ are given for variable 'b/a'.
The practical application is therefore one of expressing 
the maximum torque in terms of the maximum stress occurring at 
Some specified location in the rectangular section. The 
consideration of maximum values introduces the concept of plastic 
behaviour. 
"3.6 Plastic Theory - Sand-Heap Analogy;;
The condition of plasticity at which a shearing stress "C" 
reaches the yield point of the material is given by a relation
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between shear stress components 7T and T
_ 2 .
as
/y. y = k = constant
The function F(x,y) is defined as the plastic stress function
of the cross section, and at the points beyond yield
\2 / v   \ 2
Finally, at every point along the region of plastic deformation
= 0
The plastic stress function can be considered to be a surface of 
constant maximum slope constructed over the edge of the cross 
section and analogous therefore to a sand-heap taking up a shape 
of slope equal to F and independent of the amount of twist.
The application to a rectangular section and -complete 
plasticity is governed by the same rules as for the elastic torsion 
case so that, at any point on the surface, the resulting shear 
stress is given by the slope of the stress surface; the contour 
lines for constant F(x,y) are stress lines for the twisted section;
and the torsion moment, M, , is given as twice the voluao containedt/
by the surface, or, for the rectangle being considered,





The results given in Appendix E are for solution by a 
KDF 9 Computer of the torsion stresses induced in a rectangular 
section, of 'b/a 1 ratio equal to two, using the elastic equations
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outlined in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The results obtained by the 
Membrane Theory approach are illustrated in Pig. 3.3. The follow- 
ing conclusions are therefore made on these results and the 
application of the various theories.
1. The results given by the two elastic methods of analysis 
are very similar and any differences are insignificant for represent- 
ation as shown in Fig. 3.3.
2. Due to the rapid convergence of the hyperbolic express- 
ion in the St. Venant equations, a large number of terms in 'n 1 
must be taken. Two sets of results are given, for n = 20 and for 
n = ^0 and the difference between results for any given point is 
only introduced in the fourth decimal place. As a result, even 
for n = ^0, the boundary condition is not yet satisfied at x = - a, 
and there is a residual stress at the corner point, although 
convergence is less rapid for this value.
3. The Membrane Theory gives equivalent results for n = 9, 
and boundary conditions are satisfied with zero stress at the 
corner. These results are plotted in Fig. 3«3 and the stress 
contours illustrate the basic principle of the theory first examined 
by Prandtl.
4.. To study the problem of combined bending and torsion, 
additional computing is required to resolve the torsion stresses
.with the appropriate bending stress and evaluate the resultant 
i 
stress in a third plane. The author's opinion is that this final
stress distribution represents the stress condition in concrete at 
Vthe early stages of loading.
5. The large amount of computation necessary for the elastic 
theory is avoided by considering only the maximum values of torsion 
stress. However, in applying maximum conditions to concrete, a
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theory based on plastic behaviour mast be investigated.
6. The author feels that for application of the torsion 
theory to rectangular sections of concrete, the equations developed 
by Nadai are more closely related to the behaviour of the section 
at maximum values of torsion stress. Also, the equations are much 
simpler in form, and it is proposed to adopt this theory for 
investigation in Chapter Four of the behaviour of a reinforced 
concrete beam prior to cracking.
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CHAPTER A
THE BEHAVIOUR OF A REINFORCED CONCRETE 
BEAM PRIOR TO CRACKING
,4.1 General;
It is proposed to consider the resistance of reinforced 
conorete subjected to combined bending and torsion in two stages. 
Chapter ^ vill deal with the range of combined loadings up to the 
initial cracking of the concrete. Chapter 5 is then concerned 
with combined loadings beyond the initial cracking stage up to 
the ultimate stage and will then deal with resultant failure of 
the beam. 
A.2 Introduction;
In this Chapter, the resistance of the beam is defined by 
the concrete properties, and, in particular, the tensile strength 
of the concrete. Working on the basis of specified assumptions 
for stress distribution in the concrete, an expression is derived 
for the moment of resistance of the boam for pure bending and for 
pure torsion. An expression for the angle of crack is then found 
for the case of combined bending and torsion loading in terms of 
the original independent stresses.
A similar procedure has been developed by Evans and Sarkar 
for hollow rectangular beans but due to initial differences in the 
value for the depth of the neutral axis, the subsequent expressions 
are of different form. The author shows that the angle of crack 
is the same for hollow and solid rectangular beams.
The design formulae to be developed in Chapter 5 for 
combined bending and torsion will be derived using the initial 
angle of crack in the concrete. It is shown in this Chapter that
V
the angle is determined only by considering the concrete stresses 
SO( that f,it ?is not necessary to consider any properties of -the 
reinforcement at this stage. Finally a simplified expression for' 
the angle of crack is derived in terms of the ratio of applied 
bending moment to applied torsion moment. The design expressions 
to be evolved in Chapter 5 are mainly concerned with strength 
properties of tho concrete and steel, linear dimensions of the beam' 
section and trigonometrical terms involving tho angle of crack and 
the angle of inclination of the compression hinge about which
.rotation eventually takes place. An expression for this angle is!
derived in terms of the angle of crack and a geometric property
I
of the section.
4.3 Moment of Resistance to Pure Bending;
¥ The resistance of a reinforced concrete beam to pure
I bending during the stage prior to cracking depends upon the nature 
lvof the stress-strain relationship assumed for the concrete. For
this work a semi-plastic stress distribution has been adopted
similar to that given by Cowan
relationship is represented by the following diagrams.
Fig. 1.4.:-




These relationships are used to determine the depth of the neutral 
axis, 'n',from the upper surface of the beam for (a) solid rect- 
angular section (b) hollow rectangular section. 
(a) solid rectangle - plain conorete
% = ^%r fig. 1.4 (IT)
c _ 2n 
- a - n fig. (iii)
equating resultant tensile and comprossive forces,
£ft b(d - n) = £f0 b n
so that n = + 0.449 d 
(_b) hollow rectangle - plain concrete
£c _ 2n 
ft d -n
equating resultant tensile and compressive forces
(fc + V 1
f n t + £ f c n t f c -
,( b _ at)t
(d - n) 2t + (b - 2t)t
assume = ft then
(b -
solving for n, gives 
2n2 + n(8d + - 13t) - 3bt + 3bd - 6t^ - 6td) =0
assume t =
then, t = , td =
^ , a / fi ,. 
and, n + n 2 ^
i.e. n = g
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Evans and Sarkar have used the same stress-strain relationships 
for their vrork on hollov rectangular beams but their expression 
for 'n 1 differs from that given above by the author and therefore j
/
values of 'n', given for specific 'k' ratios (= d/b), are not the 
same. These expressions are now used to deduce values for lever 
arm, and finally an expression for the moment of resistance of the 
section. As a result, thea:e expressions will differ from those 
of previous authors. 
Table l.A:













By inspection of Table 1.4, it is proposed to consider 'n 1 as 
constant for any value of 'k 1 , within the given range of valuns, 
and for both solid and hollow rectangular sections.
Using the stress-strain diagrams of Fig. 1.4., and values 
for 'n 1 from above, an expression is now derived, for the lever
arm, '/ ' of the section, a





= a - 0.15d - 0.375 0.551d





Co = f c n t
so that






T.j_ = ft (b - 2t) t
T = ft t[V3 (d -n) + (b -2t)]
and
-t-
3 (b - %t)t + (cL-
3(b -
assuming t = b/4 gives
5c= 4
General expression for
-2. fa- J-) °
o-i?
This is a general expression for lever-arm in terms of 'q', the 
neutral-axis depth constant, and 'k 1 , a geometric constant for 
the section, and for a given wall-thickness.
However, for the given 't' = b/4, using the evaluated 

















The moment of resistance of the section prior to cracking is now
derived in terms of the tensile force, T, and ]ever-arm, '/', as'a
givon in Figs. 2.4, 3.4. It is preferable to consider tho moment 
in terms of the tensile properties of the concrete. In order to 
study the relative effects of combined bending and torsion it is 
necessary to exclude the effects of shear on the resistance of
the beam. No consideration has been given to shear-resistance.
(52)
However it has been shown that the compressive stress of
concrete under combined loading varies as the ratio of compressive 
stress to shear stress.
(a) solid rectangle - plain concrete
M,., =  § f t b « 0.551 d « 0.643d 
v^2 , ,2
  -p D d « Ou.
' u / o o / u n 4.O4 L^
(b) hollow rectangle - plain concrete









The Moment of Resistance to pure-bending is therefore a function of 
the geometrical properties of the section for both solid and hollow 
rectangular beams.
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For the hollov; rectangular sect ion , the value of the
constant C^ varies at 'k' given by the relation
P _ 8k ____ , ... 0, - — • ———————— where g is given in
+1.504k)
Table 2.4 as = g.d
U,
The values of C, tabulated in Table 3. 4 are for the values 






















4. _4 Moment of Resistance to Pure Torsion
As for pure bending, in investigating the resistance of 
the beam to pure torsion prior to cracking only the characteristics 
of the concrete need be considered. : Several authors have invest­ 
igated the stress-strain relationship for plain concrete subjected
to pure torsion and in particular the case of the rectangular
( 1 0 21 ?3 ) 
section^ These studies v ' ' ' , going as far back as 1934,
(53) 
but more recently an extensive study in Araericr.V all suggest
a plastic distribution of torsional stress. This has been 
accepted in deriving the expression for moment of resistance of 
the section to pure torsion.
^a) solid^iQctangle__^ plain concrete
(22) 
Using the sand-heap analogy developed by Nadai ' for a
rectangular cross-section, and outlined in Chapter 3 the moment 
of resistance in the completely plastic state is given by
Mt =
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that is, the moment of resistance is a function of the geometrical 
properties of the section and the maximum torsional stress T. 
Finally, the torsion constant tf is also a function of the 'k' 
ratio and the values given in Table 4.4 are for the range of k- 





















_(b_) hollov rectangle - plain concrete
The application of Nadai's equation to hollow rectangular 
sections is given by considering the core to be negative and the 
values are included in Table 4.4 for t = b/4. 
4.5 Angle of Crack;
The angle of crack in a reinforced concrete beam subjected 
to combined banding and torsion is now derived in terns of the 
individual bending and torsion stresses, f, and T . Cracking will 
occur in a plane normal to the direction of the principal tensile 
stress, so that the initial crack takes place at a point where the
resolution of f, and'IT is a maximum, that is, at the bottom corner \>
of the beam. Since a full plastic distribution of torsionnl stress 
has been assumed, maximum t occurs along the longer length, namely 
the vertical side of the beam, and is constant.
These values for f, and "ZT have been previously determined 














and in direction opposite to that shown in Fig. 4«4(l>).
In the above expression, f^ and Thave previously been 
found in terms of the geometrical properties of the beam section
and the strength properties of the concrete.
C, M. M,
Q Q ^^^ \tf = ————- J Z. = g-
* b d Xb d
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Substituting these values in equation (3) gives an expression for 
fp in terms of the section characteristics and the applied bending 
moment and twisting moment as,*
b d'
where H^ and M^ are the respective bending moment and torsion moment 
being applied to the section at the load stage where cracking is 
initiated. 
From fig. 4..4.
This expression for cot oo can be simplified by assuming a constant 
relation, 0, given by the ratio of applied bending-moment to 




/ 2d " 2k
and is constant for a given section and specified combined loading 
ratio.
Having adopted a suitable beam shape, it is shown that the 
angle at which the concrete first cracks is largely determined by 
! the ratio of applied bending moment to torsion moment. It has 
been observed^ that any subsequent change, as is likely, in the 
0 ratio will not effect the propogation of the crack upwards, or 
across the bottom of the beam. The author intends to discuss this
point in the following Chapter in viev/ of its importance with 
regard to calculations at ultimate load when the crack has fully 
traversed the cross-section; also, at a later stage with reference 
to experimental work carried out to examine the actual crack 
propogation. It can be mentioned here however that the influence 
of both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement must be considered 
in an investigation of crack propogation in a reinforced concrete 
beam beyond initial cracking.
The effect of varying the cross-section constant k and the 
ratio 0 on the angle of crackcx, is examined at this point for 
both solid and hollow rectangular sections with significant result 












































































Applying limits to the expression for the special cases of pure 
torsion and pure bending gives cot oi. = 1 for 0 = 0, oro6= 45 as 
expected for the pure torsion case since the element considered
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in Fig. 4.4. is now subjected to equal 77 stresses, the resultant of 
x^hich is a diagonal tensile stress causing fracture of the section 
at an angle of 4.5°; and for $ = OO, cot <x = 0 or oc = 90° thus 
simulating the case of pure bending with a 90° fracture caused by 
bending stress f, only."0
The intermediate values of cot (X for 0 = 1,0, 2.0, 4.0, 
8.0 have been tabulated in Table 5»4> aiid a graph of angle oc 
plotted against 0 is shown in Fig. 5.4«
Within the range of accuracies to which reinforced concrete 
designers usually work, the conclusion is that a single curve can 
be drawn from which values of initial angle of crack od can be 
found for any given 0 ratio and any rectangle, solid or hollow, 
lying within the range of k-values considered. 
Relation between (X. and B , o<- and 9:- 
Fig. 6.4s-
The angle, OC, at which the crack propogates upwards and 
across the beam-section determines the values of angle p , or 
angle of inclination of the compression fulcrum, and angle Q, 
the angle at which the crack finally connects horizontally across
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the upper surface of the beam to the vertical side cracks at failure. 
(Fig. 6.4).
The value of angle fi is further determined by the neutral- // 
axis position(j3ince 1-j) will be shown in Chapter 5 that rotation - 
at ultimate load takes place about a compression fulcrum in the 
plane of the neutral-axis. The neutral-axis depth is no longer 
as previously calculated for angle <X at initial cracking of the 
concrete, but the depth at ultimate load.
At the load-stage beyond initial cracking, the resistance 
of the beam to increasing tensile stress is provided by the 
11reinforcement so that the neutral-axis depth 'n' remains constant // 
Hfor increasing stool-stress. At the same time, an increasing 
area of concrete roaches the tensile stress at which cracking is 
initiated so that the crack moves up the beam. The hypothetical 
stress-block is represented in diagrammatic form in Fig. 7.4 for 
pure bending. The addition of torsional stresses as in combined 
loading will increase the value of stress by an amount given by : 
the component of torsional stress acting in the same direction as 
the bending stress. It is assumed, in the general case, that 
the bending-stress is the greater, corresponding to 0 values 
\j ' greater than 2.
The change point occurs when the reinforcement reaches its 
yield stress. Any further increase in applied loading will be 
resisted by the beam by an increase in the length of the lever-arm 
with resultant decrease in the value of 'n 1 . Tho raising of the 
neutral-axis proceeds with continued loading, exposing an increasing 
depth of concrete to the critical cracking stress, so that crack 
propogation continues and at constant angle.
f. - max. tensile strength of
Ca)
— height of cr&clc
Jts ~ hypothetical stress //i steel.
height of
f cra.c/0.
Ultimate load, is reached when the area of concrete 
resisting the applied moments in compression is reduced to the 
point where the resistance«of the beam in compression is equal to 
the applied moment. Failure is now reached due to crushing of 
the concrete in the compression zone at the upper surface of the 
beam.
Therefore, an expression for/3 is derived using the depth 
of the neutral-axis at ultimate load since any design equations 
deduced in Chapter 5 are for ultimate design. Assuming that 
values for oc, the angle of crack on the beam face, and for 'n 1 , 
the depth of the neutral-axis at ultimate load are known, the 
value of & is dependent upon the geometrical properties of the 
section. Now, applying the theory for the angle of crack and the 
crack propogation as developed in Fig. 8.4> an expression for J& 
is found, given as
coty# = cot ot (2jk + l)
The crack crosses the underside of the beam at angle c* since the 
resultant stress remains constant across this length as far as 
the opposite face. At this point, due to a reversal in direction 
of the torsional stress, the crack continues up the beam at an 
angle oC but in direction opposite to that on the front face. 
In the limit, for 0 = 0, c.ot oc = 1 and j = 1, and 
cot /3 is a function of 'k', not necessarily unity, so that pure 
torsion gives a J& value not necessarily equal to 45 . This fact 
has been investigated experimentally and is reported in Chapter 7 
and Appendix A but accepting 45 cracks up the front and back-faces 
of a beam subjected to pure torsion, the value of /S is necess­ 
arily less than 45°. For 0 =<*>, both oc and fi - 90°, thus 
agreeing with the practical case of pure bending.

An expression can be similarly derived for 9, although 
this angle is of less significance in the design concept. The 
values of 9 and jB are theoretically not the same although towards 
ultimate this differencG> is reduced as the position of the neutral- 
axis tends towards. the upper surface of the beam.
Although the general principle for calculation of the angle 
of crack, oc , is acceptable, some thought is now given to its 
complex form particularly as in the final design equation it is 
intended to include cotoc, and also si.n/3f cos/3 } cosec/^, expressed 
in terms of cotoc, thus introducing square-root terms. The nature 
of the cot oc against 0 plot does not enable results to be taken 
readily. Further, with a view to a general design equation, it 
is desirable to use a general expression for cot oc and hence the 
corresponding yS terms.
A graph of log cot od against log 0 is shown in Fig. 9.4-. 
The graph falls essentially into three parts according to $ value:'-
(a) 0<2
(b) 0> 2, * 3.
(c) 0>8.
This breakdown agrees with a practical assessment of 0 in 
T/hich 0 values less than two give predominant torsion conditions, 
0 values lying between two and eight can be considered as combined 
loading, and 0 values larger than eight produce essentially a pure 
bending condition.
Consider the equation of the graph to be 
log cot oC = log k + n log 0 
so that






























(a) .#< 2s- from fig. 9,4.
log k = - 0.2 = 1.8
n = gradient of straight lino = -0.5
so that cot 06 = 0.63/-/0~
(b) 2_< 0< 8;-
log k = 1.9
n = gradient = -1.0
so that cot ot = 0.8/0
(c) 0 > 8;-
Beyond 0 values of eight, the plot of cote* changes, and 
as values of ot are now greater than eighty degrees, a large 
increase in 0 will produce a relatively small increase in cotot. 
Therefore, to retain as simple an expression as possible, cotoc 
is considered to be constant over this region and given by
cot OL = 0.1
Using these- approximate expressions for cot oi , values, 
























Although slight discrepancies are incurred at change points, 
this does not affect the final design equations as shown in 
Chapter 5. A comparison between theoretical and practical values 
is made in Chapter 7.
At_6 Conclusions;
The behaviour of a reinforced concrete beam during the 
period from initial application of the load up to initial cracking 
of the beam, is determined only by the properties of the concrete. 
At this stage, the maximum tensile strength of the concrete is 
reached. Behaviour of the beam beyond cracking will then depend 
primarily upon the reinforcement.
Although it is the author's intention to study the effects 
of combined bending and torsion on the beam, it is necessary to 
consider the resistance of the concrete to pure bending and to pure 
torsion. The exact nature of the assumptions made as to whether 
concrete behaves elasto-plastically, semi-plastically or completely 
plastic, influences the conclusion drawn for this initial pre- 
cracking stage. The conclusions given in this Chapter are based 
on the assumptions that the concrete behaves visco-elastically in 
bending and plastically in torsion.
Since only concrete properties are being considered, 
differences in the moments of resistance of a solid rectangular 
section and a hollow rectangular section of the same shape to pure 
bending are to be expected. ; However, in both cases, the depth 
of the neutral axis and the length of the lever arm remain constant 
and proportional to depth. The moments of resistance can then be 
expressed as functions of the tensile strength of the concrete and 
the geometrical properties of the section in terms of constant 'k'.
For pure torsion, the equations of Nadai have been accepted 
for the solid rectangular section and modified to include hollow 
sections. In both cases, the moment of resistance is determined 
by the maximum torsional stress and the geometrical properties of 
the section.
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The angle of crack formed on the sides of the beam is 
derived by considering the combined tensile and torsion stresses 
resulting from the applied bending and torsion moments. This> 
crack forms at right angles to the maximum principal stress and 
therefore at the bottom corner of the beam. The propogation 
upwards and across the beam is at a constant angle, determined by 
the moments of resistance constants for the concrete, the geo­ 
metrical properties of the section and the ratio of the applied 
bending to torsion moment. For design purposes the angle of 
crack can be considered to be dependent only on this ratio for 
both solid and hollow rectangular sections.
It is finally concluded that the angle about which rotation 
of the section takes place along the neutral axis due to combined 
bending and torsion at the ultimate stage can be related to the 
angle of cracking of the section up to the neutral axis depth at 
this stage. Consequently, the angle of rotation is also determined 
by the ratio of applied bending moment to torsion moment. An 
extensive study has been made of the problem of deriving an 
expression for & and Appendix A has been included on this subject. 
However, it is the author's opinion that the most satisfactory 




This Chapter deals with the behaviour of a beam at ultimate 
load, that is, immediately prior to failure. A value can be 
obtained for the ultimate resistance of the section when subjected 
to both bending and torsion. This value is then compared with 
design preporties of the section at working load. The working 
design may, or may not, have included the torsion moment. 
Nevertheless by comparing the working design moment with the 
ultimate design moment as given in this Chapter, a more realistic 
load-factor is obtained.
5.2 Introduction
In considering the equilibrium of the cracked section of 
a reinforced concrete beam at ultimate load, values for the 
resistance of the beam can be found on the basis of the resistance 
of the concrete in the compression zone together with the moments 
provided by each unit of reinforcement, longitudinal or transverse, 
intercepted by the crack.
The concept of this design procedure is largely due to 
work carried out in Russia^ 5 ' ' 32 ' ^' ^> 35 ', as reported in 
Chapter 2 and now referred to as the Ultimate Equilibrium Method. 
This method is said to reproduce most accurately the actual 
behaviour of the reinforced concrete structure. The disadvantage 
of the Russian approach is the complexity of the design equations, 
mainly due to an exact mathematical treatment of the failure 
mechanism. Further study has been carried out in Leeds to 
express these design equations more simply, assuming a constant 
depth of neutral-axis over the area of the crack.
-4-9. -
It is proposed in this Chapter to introduce further 
simplifications based on the conclusions drawn in Chapter 4. for 
the angle of crack and angle of inclination of the compression 
fulcrum. The Russian theory and more recent studies have been 
mentioned briefly in Chapter 2.
It is further intended to derive a new expression for the 
ultimate bending load, given any specific applied torsional load. 
The main disadvantage of the ultimate equilibrium method and any 
subsequent modified theory is that the ratio of applied bending 
moment to torsional moment is used in the design equation. Thus, 
the solution is dependent on the 0 ratio remaining constant during 
the load stage from working to ultimate load. It is proposed to 
develop new design equations to allow for the substitution of any 
torsional-moment and, in particular, the torsion moment being 
applied at the ultimate stage.
The first part of the Chapter is concerned with the 
fundamental principles of the ultimate equilibrium design concept. 
The latter parts of the Chapter will deal with the author's own 
developments to obtain new design equations for both solid and 
hollow rectangular sections and with either longitudinal only, or 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. 
5.3 Ultimate Equilibrium Method of Design:
The general case of the ultimate equilibrium theory applied 
to a reinforced concrete beam, reinforced both longitudinally and 
transversely and subjected to combined bending moment and torsion 
moment will be considered. Although two failure schemes are 
possible, only the more likely case of a horizontal neutral-axis 




The following assumptions are made. Rotation takes place 
about the neutral axis NA inclined at an angle to the longitudinal 
axis of the beam. NA is therefore considered as the compression 
plastic hinge. All steel components, longitudinal or transverse, 
passing through the crack-area contribute to the resistance of the 
beam. For this purpose, it is necessary to assume a constant 
spacing of the transverse steel over the length of the crack. • 
Further, it is assumed that all the reinforcement passing through 
the crack has reached its yield-stress at ultimate load. Finally, 
the effect of any steel in the compression zone, also the tensile 
strength of the concrete, is neglected. It is therefore a 
necessary part of this analysis to provide an under-reinforced 
design and thus ensure that the reinforcement reaches its yield- 
stress.
The derivation of the design equation then follows on the
basis of The Principle of Least Work, and in particular, that the 
sum of the external moments due to bending and torsion is equal
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to the sum of the internal moments acting normal to the neutral- 
axis.
The location of the neutral-axis is
fixed by considering the equilibrium of the projections of the 
internal and external forces on the axis normal to the plane of 
the compression zone.
The application of these principles to the beam being 
considered is shown in fig. 2.5. This application has been made 
recently to hollow rectangular beams .
Equating external forces and internal forces normal to 
the compression hinge gives
fc ! b n cosecjS — fr A, sinfi+ —~-^ bo cot ot cosS 
so that . .
£. b.cosec.fi
Equating external and internal moments about, the centre of gravity 
of the compression zone and normal to the compression hinge gives
o
M, sin$+ M, cos/? = -S-f n b cosec/3+ f, A T (d, - n) si D ;r t / "* c J L L i
£ rn Am
O J J 3
ImAp
+ bo cotoc-
Despite the simplification of a horizontal neutral axis, the 
expression is still complex, especially the term for the vertical 
transverse steel moment of resistance. Furthermore, the express­ 
ion for the internal moment of the beam is apparently reduced by 
the negative contribution of the moment of the vertical 
transverse steel. It is intended to consider this with a view
-r Mt .cos.Jd
MOfjENT-S
/. coAcrete in. compress ion 
• j£' (n. b. cosec.fi). b. co^ecyS
f A .*(.<&- n)f3 in
3 Ao/-/z.o/l6a/ tr&nsvcrse 
ar«a
unit — M • £. ftr/,.b,.ce>toi)(ci-d.s -->^ ta **
area, of tr~Ans verse ste.e.1 
cross' ny crack. • ^r.
\ J *
. coto(.co3j8.(c(.-<^--n)
vertical transverse ft me/ 
upward, and. dovnuard
F d</e to vertical trant- 
vers* steel produce a couple 
of value F * /4 - distance, 
between, the e^oa/forces on the 
vertical sides qf the. be,am.
7T'
Area of transverse steel per unit lenoth -
aJonq length, of crack. • r̂ Ar . CL (jcotcnf +(l-j)cot p')
. dL(Joot +(<- 
due to v*rt/ca/ transverse steat -
t) (ootcn-cot./o))
normal to neutral-axi*
to further simplification of the expression. Denoting M^ as a. 
function of M and 0, the equation now reduces to
cos/3
, cojyS (cL-dis -
dL [jcodec + (/ -j)cotfi •+ b3 (cotoL-cotfi
A further simplification can be achieved by considering specific 
values of j8 such as 4.5° or 60°. It is shown, however, in Appendix A 
that variations ijn assumed values of B do produce significant 
differences in the calculated results for ultimate moment. A 
completely satisfactory value for B will only be found by analysis 
of the resultant stresses in the compression zone. Meanwhile s the 
author feels that it is more satisfactory to adopt a definite 
procedure for determining B . The expression for J3 derived in 
Chapter 4 can now be used to obtain a more direct expression.
However, the equation for ultimate bending moment given 
above can be evaluated for any specific 0 ratio by substituting 
the details of the beam section, these details having been obtained 
by the normal design process for working load. The assumption^ 
that oi.' = ex., and {//'= (JJ ~ 45° provides further simplification 
without significant effect on the calculated result:-
= 0 
^b = cos/31 fi
-+• -j£! 6. nzcosecj3 -(- j£ AL. S/*
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5«4 Design Equations for Ultimate Moment
The conclusions from Chapter 4 with regard to angles ex- 
and fi can now be included in order to simplify the ultimate 
equilibrium expression for ultimate moment. It is proposed to 
consider first the application to the simpler case of a rectangular 
section with longitudinal reinforcement only. The same principle 
can then be developed for the more general case of a rectangular 
section with longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.
The modified expressions for <* and ft are, in general,
cot/? = cotoc(2jk + l)
and for cot oc } three expressions depending on the range of values 
of 0:-
0 < 2 cotoc= 0.63/0"5" 
2 < 0 < 8 cotoc= 0.3/0 
0 > 8 cotoc= 0.1
The theory is applicable to both solid and hollow rectangular 
sections, but it will be necessary to consider three design equations 
according to these limits. This procedure is not very satis­ 
factory and at a later stage the author outlines a more general 
expression. 
(a) Longitudinal,reinforcement only
The modified ultimate equilibrium expressions for ultimate 
moment, M. , and neutral axis depth, n, are
M =
I O
[•§• f b n cosecy# + ^r^r s ^-n̂ ( L̂ -( - n ))
and n =
so that, alternatively
R •COS&+ 0 sin
*/
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Substituting values f or ft gives, for example,
(a) u = _JL f A(d _ 
13 1 + L L l f4 0'b
(b) / = 60° M = --- f A (d
* 1+/J jZf L L ! gftb
(c) = 90° Mt = 0, Mjj = i f« b n2 + fLAL (d,-n) =
° n2
f A L(d, - L L -1 «
and this the pure bending casej 
(d)
2f «bc
and this is the pure torsion case;
(e) or, in particular fi = cot" (cotoc(2jk + l)) 




and cosec /^ = vl + cot P
It is also necessary, in addition to specifying a range 
of values for 0, to choose specific values for the geometric 
constant "k". For this purpose, values are chosen relating to 
practical design values.
One major assumption is made, namely with regard to the 
depth of the neutral-axis. It has already been shown (Ch. 4 
Fig. 7.4) that the position of the neutral axis changes with 
increasing applied load from its position at initial cracking 
(Table 1.4) to an ultimate position given by equating forces
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normal to the oompression-hinge just prior to failure. It can 
be assumed therefore, that for the purposes of ultimate design, 
the value of n is very small compared to the depth of the section 
and so
take j=l 
._. J$- values;- 0 < 2
and,
2<
cot/ = a (2k
I)
cos 0.63(2k





so that, n =
fL AL 
fc' b






1 - n/2 ) ... (2.5)
where B = 0.63(2k + l) 
cot/ - Q£ (2k H- 1)
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sin/ =
+ 0.64.(2k + l)2
cos ~ _ ———0.8(2k
+ 0.6/+(2k + I)2
cosec A - V0 + 0.6A(2k +i yt> —
so that,
fill
f ' I c
x/here A = 0.6^(2k + l)2
(
and, ^ = -f —— fL Ai (dl - n/2^ ...(4.5) 
0 + B
where B = 0.8(2k + l) 
jZJ >8 ;- cot oC = 0,1 sin
cos
VI + 0.0l(2k + I)2
O.l(2k + l) 
VI + 0.0l(2k + l) 2






1 + 0.0l(2k + l)2
and = -- fLAL (dx - %) ... (6.5)
where B = O.l(2k + l)
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Table 1.5 gives values of the constants A and B for a 
practical range of k-values from 2 to 1
t
< 2





































The value k = 1 has been included in Table 1.5 as it is intended 
to include calculations in Chapter 6 for beams of square section. 
(b) Longitudinal and transverse reinforcement
The same principles can now be applied to the general 
expression for ultimate moment of a reinforced concrete beam 
containing both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement and 
subjected to combined bending and torsion.
The assumption that j = 1 reduces the complicated expression 
representing the contribution of the vertical transverse steel 
moment of resistance in the ultimate equilibrium expression to the 
following
f AJ- m **rn
- n l d sin/£cotoC (d cot06+ b Q (cotcC- cot/)), o 3 * ^
Finally assume b- = b (the error introduced by this assumption is 
only of importance in beams with above average concrete cover for 
the reinforcement.) It is therefore proposed to develop the 
original equilibrium equation in the following simpler form:-
Q





- dg - n)
n




vhere A = 0.4(2k + l)
B =











J I f oo/(2t+/)z /
... (11.5)
where A = 0.0l(2k + l)
/•
B = 1 + 0.0l(2k + 1)"









































Three design equations for ultimate moment can now be 
obtained for the specified range of 0, with a table of constants 
for each equation. The expression now involves a larger number 
of terms and consequently more substitutions are required to produce 
the simplification achieved for sections with longitudinal reinforce­ 
ments only. It is therefore proposed to derive an expression for 
one range of 0-values and to tabulate values for the other two.
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For this purpose the most general application will be chosen, that 
is, for a range of 0-values between two and eight. In order to 
keep the expression as general as possible, the assumptions 
mentioned in dealing with the longitudinal reinforced section will 
be introduced at intermediate points in the development. To 
avoid unnecessary complexity, no substitution is made for "n" in 
terms of the derived 0 expression. 
2.< 0< 8
,
J 02 + O-t^&L/k^if- J <f
b n2 Jf + 0.6^(2jk -»• I) 2
Jf + 0.64(2jk + l)2
0.8 0.8(2.1k + 1) /, , v - ————..^..L....,....^——_ ( d _ d n )
?+ 0.64(2jk + 1)
d3
Jfi + 0.6/+(2jk
- 2Jk - 1)
The assumptions made for the above expression are b = b.,, and 
1 = cot oC. Now assume j = I and express M. as M^/Jzf then,
multiplying throughout by jZi * J ft + 0.64.(2k + l) gives
0.8(2k +1) = i f ̂. b n2 (iZf2 + 0.6/,(2k + l)2 )
+ fLAL (dl -
f A
+ -——• b^ 0.64(2k + l)(d - d - n) o ^ s
0.64.
This may be replaced by
\ = * 0
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where,
A = i.f< b n2 + f AT (d, - n)
O Jj -Li J_
B = D f «, b n~ + E - b3 (d - ds - n) + F
C = 0.3(2k + l)
D = 0.32(2k + l)2
E = 0.64(2k + 1)
The above expression is now in the general form whereby, on the 
basis of the assumptions made, M, can be given as a design-equation 
in terms of constants A, B, C, defined by the shape of the section 
together with the properties of the working design, that is the 
areas of steel, spacing of steel in both longitudinal and transverse 
sections and strength properties of concrete and steel at ultimate. 
The ultimate compressive strength of the concrete in bending is 
taken as two thirds of the cube strength and the longitudinal and 
transverse steel are assumed to have reached their respective 
yield-points. The derived expression is therefore only satis­ 
factory for an under-reinforced design.
The values of constants C, D, E and F are tabulated as 
shown in Table 3.5.
112:-
Using the appropriate substitution for fi and o£ , an
expression for M, is similary derived as
- A0 + B /. v— (13>5)
where A = £ fj, b n2 + fL AL (d1 - n)
p -^rrr^m -^ rn •^ 1 r
' b n + E -^ b, (d - da - n) + F ~-
C O J S D
C = 0.63(2k + 1)
B = D f
D = 0.2(2k + l)Z
E = 0.4(2k + 1) 
and F = 0.4.
The values for constants C, D, E, and F for the range of 






















































The corresponding design equation for 0-values greater 
than eight is similarly derived, and given as
<s =- A
where
A = C f£ b n2 + fLAL(d1-n)+ D
B = 0.1 (2k + 1)
n - (1 + 0.01(2k + I)2 ) 
C ~ 2
D = 0.0l(2k + 1) 
E = 0.01
fnAp
(d-dB -n) + E -——- d dQ 
s o j
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The values of constants B, C, D and E for the range of 



























Using these design equations, and substituting tho relevant 
constants for the given beam-shape, values of M, are calculated 
for a specific applied torsion-moment, M, . The application of 
these equations to the model reinforced concrete beams tested 
in the laboratory is reported on in Chapter 6, together with 
calculations based on experimental work carried out elsewhere ' ' ' .
In each case, values are available for M, and M,, measured 
experimentally as the applied bending and torsion moments at 
ultimate load, this stage being defined by the maximum loads 
resisted by the beam and not those causing complete failure. 
The 0-value and design characteristics of the beara, namely concrete- 
strength, steel-strengths, areas and layout detail, are known so 
that M, can be found from the expression and compared with the 
practical value. These calculations are presented in tabular 
form in Chapter 6, along with discussion and conclusions. There­ 
fore the comments made at this point are only those which have an 
influence on the development of the subsequent design equations.
The objective throughout has been to establish a design 
equation from which a realistic value for ultimate moment can 
be obtained and used "S the criterion for load-factor design of
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a structure subjected to combined bending and torsion. Since the 
expressions given above are wholly dependent on the $ value, their 
application to previously obtained experimental results is straight­ 
forward. On the other hand, the more practical application to 
the design of a structure is only possible where some substitution 
for 0 is made since in this case the ultimate loads are not known, 
indeed they are the subject of the investigation. It is necessary 
therefore to assume that any increase in the applied loads is 
such that the 0 ratio remains constant and is therefore known at 
the ultimate stage. This further assumes that the ratio of 
bonding-moment to torsion-moment at working-loads is known. 
Consider for example, the design of longitudinal and transverse 
floor beams subjected to combined bending and torsion due to 
uniformly distributed loading of the supported floor slab 5 then 
an increasing distributed load condition up to ultimate stage will 
satisfy the requirement for constant 0, and the 0 value is there­ 
fore known from the working condition. However, any additional 
concentrated loading applied to the system during this range will 
upset the necessary condition.
The practical application of those design equations is 
consequently limited to the design moments M, and M. remaining ; 
proportionally constant throughout so that a correct evaluation • : 
at ultimate load can be made.
The author feels that such limitations are not a true 
reflection of the original principle of the ultimate equilibrium 
theory in which external and internal moments of the beam are 
equated at the ultimate load stage due to formation of the com­ 
pression hinge and resultant rotation. It is the author's 
opinion therefore that the loading sequence up to ultimate should
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not impose restrictions on the final design equations and only the 
values of the applied loads at the point where the hinge forms 
should be considered. An expression which allows for variation 
in either or both of the applied loadings, M, . M,, is not onlyD "0
desirable from a practical point of view but reflects the true 
nature of the failure mechanism. The derivation of this express­ 
ion results from calculations of the M, values using the three 
design equations given above applied to a given cross-section and 
over a range of 0 values. This development is now covered in 
Section 5.5. 
5.5 Ellipse Theory;
In an effort to overcome the disadvantage of having three 
design equations rather than one, the values for M. are compared 
for a given beam-section by substitution of the 0 -value into the 
two relevant design equations at a change-point. Thus for a value
for 0 of 8, either the equation for 2 < 0^8, or the equation for
\ . ~T 
p > 8 can be used; similarly for/change-pointJ 0=2, values of M, y
are compared for the given section. As a result, using the derived 
equations appropriate to the chosen design section, values for M, 
and M, can be calculated for a range of 0 values lying x/ithin the"D
limits of pure bending and pure torsion respectively, these 
limiting values being merely special values of the general case in 
which the angle of crack oe. and hence fi are known,
that is, in particular for 0 = oo (pure bending)
oc = 90°, cot of- = 0
ft = 90°, cot yS = 0 
so that the general expression reduces to
M = 4- f' b n2 + f A (d, - n) 
u <• c L L 1
where n = fLAL/f' b
C
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and, for 0=0 (pure torsion) 
oc = 45°, cot «.=: 1 
cot p - cot ex. (2k + 1) = (2k + 1)
sin/ = X —— 
V7! + (2k + I)2
* _ (2k + 1)cos
(2k + 1)
cosec B = v/1 + (2k + I)2
9 _
Tu cos/ = £ f £ b n cosec y° + - n)sin/




(2k + ir (2k + I)
-n)(2k d d.
+ (2k (2k
multiply throughout by J\ + (2k + l)
























Alternatively, the values for sin/8, cos/?, and cosec/0 
can be evaluated directly and applied to the general equation.
The values of M, and M, , evaluated from the general 
expression for a given 0, are plotted to give the curve shown in 
Fig. 3.5. The plot is continuous with no interuptions indicated 
at the change-points for 0, and as this is a general statement 
curves can now be drawn for rectangular beans containing both 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement or longitudinal 
reinforcement only,, and for square beams. The examples chosen
are for two tynes of rectangular beam of nominal design of section
(3-) and a square section similar to those used in the American tests
In order to facilitate calculation, nominal values are chosen for 
the section details.
In all cases, a continuous curve is obtained between the 
two limits of pure torsion and pure bending as derived from the 
general expression. It is proposed to examine the curve as an 
ultimate load curve for the given section, since on the basis of 
the assumptions made for the initial design equations, any 
combination of bending-moment, M^ and torsion-moment, Mt , 
satisfying this equation lie on the curve.
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The main difference, however, between the previous design 
equations and the suggested ultimate load curve is with respect 
to the problem of the loading ratio. The curve is independent 
of this ratio so that the disadvantage of the design equations is 
overcome. Fig. 4.5 represents the condition in which the ultimate 
load curve is defined by the resistance of the beam in pure bending, 
M^, the resistance in pure torsion, TU, and any intermediate point, 
C, at which an ultimate moment of resistance, M,, is given by the 
design equation for an applied torsion-moment at ultimate, M,. 
In applying the previous design equations only route ABC can be 
considered or, rather route BC where B defines the arbitrary limit 
stated as working load, and so it is only necessary to assume 
constant 0-value beyond this stage. Using the ultimate load 
curve, the value of M, is attained by any one of several routes 
ABC; ADC; AEG; simulating in practice the application of a constant 
applied loading, M,/M,; an initial torsion-moment, M, , with 
increasing bending moment up to M, j and. an initial bending moment, 
M, , with increasing torsion moment up to M,. It can therefore 
be suggested that the calculated value, (M^ M^) is independent 
of the path taken in reaching the ultimate point, that is, the 
value is independent of the load sequence. This statement may 
also be true for a similar curve drawn through B defining the 
working load curve for the given section.
The assumption that the ultimate position (M^, M^) can 
be attained for any condition of applied loading lying within 
the limits defined by an initially applied Mt with an increasing 
bending moment up to value M^ and an initially applied M^ with 






beam resisting wholly the applied moments. This is necessarily 
true but further research is necessary to examine the true value 
of the applied moment M^. Some preliminary thoughts on this 
aspect are given in Appendix B where the inclusion of a factor, 
Pt , defined as M^ applied (actual) = p.. M, applied (as measured) 
in the design-equations is considered. However, for the remainder 
of this thesis it will be assumed that p. = 1 so that any error 
in measurement of the applied loads will be included in the value 
of M. , or M., as calculated from design equations using the 
ultimate load curve of Fig. 4.5.
The application of any one curve, for a particular beam 
section, is determined only by the design values used for 
calculation of the limiting conditions M and T and not by the 
loading sequence as before. A curve can therefore be drawn for 
each of the bea'ns tested and from each curve the value of ultimate 
bending moment is found by the intersection of th<=> ultimate! load 
curve and the straight line defining the value of torsion moment 
applied to the section, and vice-versa.
A curve is plotted for each beam by substituting values 
of JZf between the limits of 0 = 0 (T U ) and 0 =°° (M^. The 
evaluation of ultimate moment for a given design section and 
variable applied loading requires a large amount of preliminary 
calculation and although the nature of this work is readily 
suited for a computer, it is preferable to present the theory as 
an algebraic equation for the curve, and this aspect is now 
investigated.
A suitable equation for the curve may be obtained in 
a number of ways, for example by expressing the equation as a 
polynomial in x, y and solving for the constants, as shown in
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Fig. 5-5, by substituting values of x = M. and y = M, obtained 
from the design equations in 0 f or a chosen Rvalue; 
Fig. 5.5;-
alternatively,
by selecting a particular curve of known equation and comparing
values of M. and M, obtained from the chosen equation and those
obtained from the original design equations. Fig. 6.5 shows
the comparison obtained by choosing for the equation of the curve,
the equation of an ellipse given by





In Fig. 6.5 the three sections previously considered in 
Fig. 3.5 are shown and, for each, the MV Mt values are plotted 
between the 0-Aalues defined by MU and TU together with an 



















































graphical construction. In all three cases the difference between 
the two curves drawn for the same section is within the limits of 
accuracy accepted for the design of reinforced concrete.
Hence, given any applied torsion moment, 1VL, the ultimate 
bending moment of a reinforced concrete section can be found in 
terms of M, and the moments of resistance to pure bending and pure 
torsion, MU and T U . It is proposed to refer to this application 
as the Ellipse Theory, and the statement is equally true for a 
known applied bending moment.
Using this theory, values are calculated for the two 
series of beams tested in the laboratory as well as those of 
other investigators, as for the previous design equations. These 
calculations are given in Chapter 6.
For a given design section, two calculations are now 
necessary, namely for M and T . These values are substituted 
in the Ellipse theory and using these equations ultimate moments 
can be calculated for any chosen applied bending or torsion moment, 
and, in particular, the 'Tiomsnt being applied to the beam under 
consideration. The ultimate moment and design working moment 
can then be compared to assess the load-factor of the design. 
Further calculation is required only for alteration in the design 
detail, for example a change in the pitch of the transverse 
reinforcement as this involves revised values for both working 
and ultimate moment. This form of calculation, in which a 
large number of factors are fixed and the final design depends 
upon a small number of variables lends itself to the use of 
computers. For illustration, consider a beam of fixed section- 
dimensions and so k-factor, recommended percentages of longitudinal 
and transverse steel based on sectional area, and 'economic design'
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taking into account permissable stresses for working load and 
yield - stresses at ultimate; the detail dimensions are also 
preliminary fixed at this stage - any subsequent changes will 
be small and negligible in the calculation of M and T . The 
calculation for M and T , and hence the equation of the ellipse, 
is determined in this case by concrete strength so that a chart 
consisting of a series of ellipses can be drawn for a range of 
concrete compressive strengths. The designer then selects a 
suitable concrete mix for the given design in order to obtain the 
desired load factor.
Therefore, after preliminary calculations to fix the 
design details, the amount of additional calculation is kept to 
a minimum by using charts of ellipses for the various design 
sections under consideration. The author feels that the practical 
application of the Ellipse theory lies in this method of present­ 
ation. It is emphasised at this stage that the Ellipse theory 
has been developed on the basis of a balanced design so that at 
ultimate load the steel stresses have attained their respective 
yield points. Consequently, a limitation must be placed, on, 
for example in the above illustration, the range of concrete 
compressive strengths which can be used. 
5*6 Conclusions;
The main objective of this Chapter, to reduce the original 
equation for ultimate load as given by the Russian Ultimate 
Equilibrium Method to a more straightforward expression is achieved 
by making a number of assumptions, some of which have been 
discussed in the conclusions for Chapter 4. Justification of the 
remaining assumptions will be investigated in Chapter 6 by 
obtaining a numerical comparison of values calculated from the
derived expressions with values obtained from experimental 
investigations. Nevertheless, certain comments are relevant at 
this stage.
The extensive work carried out by Messrs. Lessig, Yudin, 
Chinenkov, Gvozdev, and lyalin has led to general acceptance of 
the Ultimate Equilibrium Theory for the design of reinforced 
concrete structures in U.S.S.R. In particular, its application 
to the problem of combined bending and torsion presents a more 
realistic picture of the mechanism of failure than any other 
method available, in that the formation of a plastic hinge along 
a line contained within the plane of the neutral-axis permits 
rotation and the application of two of the six equilibrium 
equations. A modification of the original equations using a 
neutral-axis depth constant over the cross-section has been 
adopted in this thesis.
The extension of these principles limits the application 
of any subsequent expressions to under-reinforced design, and 
further to a specified failure scheme in which the neutral-axis 
intercepts the vertical sides of the beam. A second failure 
scheme based on a vertical neutral-axis is less common in practice. 
However, these restrictions allow further simplification since 
the calculation for ultimate design now requires that reinforcement 
has attained its yield stress, and is therefore known. Finally, 
experimental techniques in the laboratory investigation must be 
taken to elliminate shear which otherwise will be included in the 
assessment of combined stresses.
The main assumption made in this Chapter is that the 
neutral-axis at ultimate load has moved sufficiently far up the
beam from its position at initial cracking as to consider the 
angle of crack to be of constant value throughout the area of the 
failure-zone. This allox^s simplification of the trigonometrical 
terms in ft and also a much simpler term for the internal moment 
of resistance provided by the vertical transverse steel which 
permits further equations to be developed.
The three design equations given for ultimate moment are 
applicable to various shapes of beam section by substitution of 
appropriate constants and, for the specified k-ratio, evaluation 
of the moment is determined using the applied moment ratio. The 
applications of the equations are therefore limited and not 
suitable for a range of applied loads where the ratio of bending 
to torsion moment may be altered at any stage of the loading 
sequence.
The Ellipse Theory developed from these design equations 
is not dependent on a specified sequence of loading. The 
expression for the ultimate design moment depends only on the 
loads being applied at ultimate and the theory con be used for 
calculation of either the ultimate bending moment of a beam for 
a given applied torsion moment or the ultimate torsion moment 
of the beam when subjected to a given applied bending moment.
It is suggested that the practical application of the 
Ellipse Theory is in the form of a chart, consisting of a series 
of ellipses drawn for a constant beam section and selected variable 
such as concrete strength. By incorporating the moments at 
working load on the same chart, the value of load factor for the 
chosen section could then be found directly. The range of 
concrete strengths considered in this case must ensure that the 
design remains under-reinforced.
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In view of previous studies carried out on structural 
steel sections^ and in particular the representation of tho 
combination of bending moment and torsion moment at full plas­ 
ticity by an interaction curve corresponding to a lower bound
(56) solutionw , the concept of the Ellipse Theory for reinforced
concrete beams subjected to combined bending and torsion is not 
unreasonable. Having accepted the expressions for calculating 
the limiting values in pure bending and in pure torsion, the 
development of the equation of tho curve connecting these values 
and, at the same time, satisfying the condition for any inter­ 
mediate combination of load, follows. Finally, an experimental 
investigation to justify these analytical procedures is made in 
Chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPIER 6 
CALCULATIONS FOR ULTIMATE MOMENT
6.1 General;
In Chapters L, and 5 the author has developed a number of 
design equations based on an initial assumption as to the 
mechanism . of failure of a reinforced concrete beam subjected to 
combined bending and torsion and on subsequent assumptions intro­ 
duced to obtain a simpler and more general design equation. It 
is also stated that these assumptions do not introduce errors of 
magnitude greater than the order of accuracy accepted in design. 
Numerical investigations are therefore made in this Chapter to 
justify the validity of these statements.
6.2 Introduction;
It is proposed to apply the design equations given in 
Chapter 5 to practical tests carried out in the laboratory in 
order to compare both the extent of calculation involved and the 
variation between practical and theorectical values obtained 
for each test using the different design equations. As the 
number of tests carried out is considered to be insufficient to 
enable general conclusions to be made, it is further proposed to 
include in this Chapter the results of experimental studies carried 
out recently in other laboratories. In selecting these results 
it has been necessary to exercise the limitations specified in 
Chapter 5 with respect to the design being under-reinforced so 
that, in all cases, values of yield stress for the reinforcement, 
whether longitudinal or transverse, can be used. On the other 
hand it is possible by selection to cover the range of geometrical 
constant "k" considered in the general expressions, these being 
true for both solid and hollow sections.
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The application of the design-equations will be made 
according to their sequence of development in Chapter 5, so that 
equations 7.5, 8.5, which are derived initially from the ultimate 
equilibrium method and modified only in the vortical transverse 
steel term are dealt with first and will be referred to as 
Design Equation A. The derived equations 1 - 6.5 and 9 - 14.5, 
expressing the trigonometrical terms as functions of the moment 
ratio, are referred to as Design Equation B and finally the 
design equations 15.5, 16.5, based upon the ellipse theory, are 
referred to as Design Equation C and dealt with last.
A general description is given of the calculation 
procedures to illustrate differences in the three methods, and 
general conclusions are given for the tabulated results of all 
tests. 
6.3 Ultimate Moment Calculations;
The practical data necessary for application of the 
design-equations can be classified into the following. First, 
information is required on the details of the working-design of 
the reinforced concrete section, as will be available from the 
design drawings of the structural member. This is, in effect, 
the real objective of the study, namely to make use of this 
data to deduce the load factor of the design by comparing the 
ultimate-moment, so derived, with the working-moment for the 
design. Second, with particular application in this case to the 
laboratory tests, information is required on the ratio of 
bending-moment and torsion-moment at ultimate. This information 
in practice is only necessary for design equations A and B.
It is not proposed to include in this Chapter details 
of the design of the sections being considered, as this is
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available by reference to the study quoted. Details of the 
author's design are given in Chapter 7 and Appendix D, Table 3«D> 
and therefore it is felt sufficient to mention the particular 
study under investigation and obtain results for the design- 
equations under consideration. • 
(a) Design Equation A;--
Design equation A is obtained from the general expressions 




The results of an experimental study carried out at 
Leeds on hollow beams ^* ' to investigate a similar expression 
have been used by the author to examine Design Equation A.
The general calculation procedure for a given beam- 
design is as follows;-
1. For the 0 ratio, find the value of oL from Fig. 5-4-.
2. For the given beam section constant, "k",
cot B = cot <x (2k + l), hence^ , and sin.j8, cos^? 
and cosec 8.
3. Calculate the neutral-axis depth 'n 1 , from equation A 1.
4.. Calculate M, from equation A 2, using the value of 'n 1 from 3.
5. Calculate M^ since M^. =
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A numerical example is given in Appendix C. Hence, by 
substitution of the appropriate data, values for the ultimate 
bending and torsion moment are calculated and compared with the 
applied moments as shown in Table 1.6. The same equation is 
applicable to the author's own Series of tests, D/2, and the 
calculated and practical results are given in Table 2.6.
The application of the equation to beams with long­ 
itudinal reinforcement only is obtained by modification of the
general equation so that
fL AL sin
n = ———— -
fc' b
Mb = "OS sin fLAL
The author's Series of tests, G/2, are used to examine 
this equation. The calculation procedure is as already described 
and calculated and practical values are given in Table 3.6. 
(b) Design Equation Bs- This equation is developed by the author 
using previously derived expressions for the angle of crack, oc, 
and the angle of inclination of the compression hinge, 8 , and 
substituting these values in Design Equation A, so that the 
equation for ultimate moment, M. , can now be expressed in terms 
of the ratio of bending to iorsion noment, 0. It is proposed to 
apply this equation to all the available test results. The general 
calculation procedure for a given beam section is as follows:-
1. According to the given 0 ratio and section constant, "k",
select the appropriate equations for 'n' and M, .(Section 5.A-).
2. Substituting the details of the working design section, 
calculate 'n 1 .
3. Substituting the value of 'n 1 from 2, calculate f^. 
.. Calculate M since M =












































































































































































































































































































An example of this procedure is given in Appendix C.
The design equation for each test series varies according 
to the bea<n section and loading ratio used. Consider first the 
application to beams with longitudinal reinforcement only. 
(i) Author's Series C/2;- 0/2/1 (plain concrete) and C/2/5 
(pure bending) are considered separate. 
C/2 A. C/2/6;-
d2 f_AT d2 
= -^- ——— = -- A
0+16 f * b ° 0 + 4 L L -1 
C/2/2. C/2/3;-
°' 8 fT AT Cf
n = ——^ 5 MK = ——L- fr AT "
I'D D »< _L n r Li L -i. 
C JO + 0.5
The calculated and practical values are tabulated in 
Table 4.6.
(ii). American beams ^s- 
Bearns 1, 2i- pure bending 
Beams 3, 4'-
fl( fTAT
- 0 L L ,, _
0*3.60 r^b
Beams 5 - _8;~
5.76 f^ b
Beams Jg_t_ 10;-
n - p .
0^ + 16 f' TJ 0 c
The calculated and practical values are tabulated in Table 5.6,
Design Equation B is similarly applied to beams with 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.

































































Beam C/2/5 was tested for a different span length to the other
beams.

































































































llii) Author's Snriea D/2;-
All beams except D/2/A (pure torsion)
The calculated and practical values are tabulated in 
Table 6.6.





















































































The calculated and practical values are given in 
Table 7.6. 
(v) American Beams 





































































































































































The calculated and practical values are given in Table 8.6. 
lyi) Russian ^ '
: - except beam 23 (pure torsion)





The calculated and practical values are given in Table 10.6.
Co) Design Eq.uation_Cr- Design Equation C can now be developed
from the equation of the jitrve obtained by plotting the M,^ values
against the M, values as given by Design Equation B. It has been
shorn in Chapter 5 that, over the range of accuracies to which a





























































































































































































































































































































designer would assess his calculations, the equation of an ellipse
given by
2,2 2 A 2 x /a + y /b =1 where
x = applied bending-raoment = M, 
y = applied torsion moment = M
L
a = M^ = ultimate moment of resistance of the section to pure-bending 
b = T = ultimate moment of resistance of the section to pure-torsion, 
is of the same form as the Design Equation B curve plotted for $ 
varying between 0 and oo .
Accepting this equation as the final Design Equation C, we 
have , — -. . ——— _ —
" </< > Mt = V * - V*
where ,
M, ?- n = fTAT/f' b




' .b.ri+ fT .
C -u
- n) . . . C2
T = — 
u cos,
This is the general expression applicable to all beams for 
all 0 values so that the equation is considerably more straightforward 
in its application.
The calculation procedure is as follows:-
(i) Calculate the resistance of the beam to pure bending using 
equations 01, 02, and substituting the details of the beam section.






























































































































































































(ii) Calculate the resistance of the beam to pure torsion using 
equations 03, 04.. For this, obtain the values for sin^tf, cos^g, 
cosecyS , from tables using cot^£ = cot«.(2k + l) = (2k + l) 
where 'k' is given for the beam section.
(iii) Either (a) using the values of M from (i) and T from (ii) 
construct<an ellipse of equation
x2/(Mu ) 2 + y2/(Tu ) 2 = 1
this curve is now the general ultimate load curve applicable to 
any combined loading
or (b) using the design equations
or Mt =
Substitute for M from (i), T from (ii) and the applied moment, 
M., (or M, ) to calculate the ultimate moment M, (or M,).
An example of this procedure is given in Appendix C. 
As the loading condition is -introduced as a final step in the 
calculation, the equations cover all conditions including pure- 
bending anc! pure-torsion.
The design equation is now used to calculate the results 
of all the tests considered and these values together with those 
measured experimentally ".re given in Tables 11.6, 12.6, 13.6, 
14.6, 15.6, 16.6, and 17.6. 
6,A Summary,_of_ results: -
It is nroposed to use as a basis for comparison of the 
values calculated by the different design equations, the values 
F , defined as the ratio of theoretical ultimate bending moment 
to actual ultimate banding moment and F,,.defined as the ratio of 
theoretical to actual ultimate torsion moment. It has been 
stated in Chapter 5 that the beam necessarily resists the moments
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being applied to the section and therefore by definition F, = F. = 1. 





























































The numbers refer to the sequence of tests as given for 
Design Equation B. Any difference from unity con be considered 
as consisting of either an error introduced in measurement of tho 
applied moments in the experimental investigation or the error 
resulting from differences between the simplified design equation 
and the expression obtained from the exact mathematical analysis 
of the failure mechanism. It will be assumed that any difference 
greater than 0.25 indicates an experimental error greater than 
normal and this result will not be used in assessing the accuracy 
of the design equations. For example, the bone"! failure of beam 
D/2/1 which gives Ffe values of 1.43, 1-4-6, and 1.52 for the three 
design equations respectively has not been included in Table 13.6 
so that general conclusions can be made.
Both design equations A and 3 depend upon an initially 
known ratio of applied bending moment to torsion moment so that 
calculation is based on the assumption that the values of F, and
F, are the same. Thus, in Table 1.6 and 7.6 for bea-n 4-, the 
value of 0 is given as 5.20 and used for evaluation of M, . M 
is then found, .directly to be Mu/5.20 so that Fb/Ft = 0/0 = 1.
In Design Equation C, the M, and M, values are evaluated 
independently and further use can be made of the F, /F, ratio in
D U
assessing the validity of the practical values. The calculations 
given for Design Equation G are those obtained by substitution 
of both M, and M , the respective applied bending and torsion 
moments, since in the experimental investigations both these 
values are known at ultimate. These values are illustrated in 
Fig. 1.6.
Due to errors in measurement, the applied moments at ultimate 
(M., M.) are not necessarily on the elliptical curve defined
bv M and T ". -Thus, substituting M, in the design equation gives 
* u u______ - °
MI = TT -s/1 - (M, /M )2 and an ultimate value (M, ,M, ' ) on 
t *u D u ° * __
curve. Similarly substituting for ^ gives l^ = ̂ /l - 
and a second point on the curve (M, ', M^).
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In orde'i' to assess the accuracy of both equations the 
results given are for (ivy > Mt ' ) so that the values F^ = ̂  / 
and F = MAl oaft be used independently. The true ellipse
solution lying between (l^ 1 , M^' ) and (l^, M^.) is not evaluated 
in this study since the differences are small* The practical 
application will be to calculation of say the ultimate bending 
moment, M^, for a known applied torsion moment M. so that in this 
case the values lie on the ellipse and only one of the design
equations is used, that is, M, = 78 ^/l - (M./T )2 .
Considering again the bond failure in bean D/2/1, the 
Fb/Ft value is -1 '52/5.^1 = 0.28 indicating that the condition that 
ultimate moment is equal to applied moment is not satisfied. 
Compare the behaviour of beam D/2/3 which conforms to the predicted 
theoretical failure and has values of F,/F. from Table 13.6 ofD u
1.02/1.06 = 1.
The results which have not been accepted on this basis 
as not complying with the theoretical mode of failure and not 
included in Table 18,6 are indicated thus 35. Finally, the general 
application of Design Equation C can be used as a check that the 
design section conforms to the necessary requirement of being under- 
reinforced. An example of this is given by beams 1 - 4 of the 
Russian t:ssts (Table 17.6) where the calculated moment of resistance 
to pure bonding is less than the actual bending eioment applied to 
the beam in combined, loading so that the design equation cannot 
be applied. All beams exhibit extremely low concrete strengths 
so that the design again docs not conform to the theoretical 
assumptions made for deriving the design equation.
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6_»_5 Conclusions:-
Tho following conclusions am made for the three design 
equations derived in Chapter 5, and examined by application to a 
range of beam sections in this Chapter.
1. Design equations A and B necessarily use the ratio of 
applied bending to torsion moment in the calculation of ultimate 
moment M^. The 0 value must therefore be known .one! any error 
introduced in the calculation of M, 'Is included in the calculated 
value of M, . The ratios of theoretical to applied moments must 
be equal for both as shown in Tables 1 - 10.6.
2. Using the F, , F, ratios for any series of results, a 
comparison of the relative accuracies of the three desicin equations 
can be made on the assumption that experimental errors are constant 
for any one series of tests. Thus, considering the Leeds tests, 
the F, ( and Ft ) values of 1.00, 1.00, and 1.03 for the equations 
A, B, and C respectively do not indicate significant differences 
in the three expressions. It is concluded therefore that any 
error introduced in the progressive derivation of the design 
equations does not exceed the magnitude of error accepted in the 
design as a whole * in this case 3%, and. 10^ in general.
3. For Design Equation C, further use can be made of the 
F, /F, ratio, as the expression is not dependent on a ?Y/^t ra^i° 
of 1. This calculated ratio can therefore be used to ensure 
that the theoretical assumptions are satisfied since any violation 
of these assumptions, as -nay be caused by premature failure of the 
beam, is indicated by comparing the Fb/Ft value with unity.
4.. The use of the three design equations is restricted 
to under-reinforced rectangular sections as the theory is based 
on the steel having reached its yield stress. Using Design
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Equation C, the preliminary calculations to find the strength of 
the beam subjected to pure bending and pure torsion indicate that 
where these values are less than the applied moments, the condition 
is not satisfied.
5. Design Equation A includes trigonometrical terms which 
are evaluated in terms of the applied load ratio and prior to 
calculation of the ultimate moment, M. . The author feels that 
the use of those terms introduces unnecessary computation. In 
addition, the use of the 0-value at an initial stage in the 
calculation restricts the application to the load ratio being 
considered.
6. In Design Equation 8, direct substitution of the 0- 
value is mndo in evaluating X , thus overcoming one of the 
disadvantages of Design Equation A. However, in achieving this, 
the range of 0 must be classified and as many as three different 
equations nay be used in the calculations for one tost series, 
for example, in calculating Tablo S.6. Also, as for Design 
Equation A, the calculation for a given section is only applicable 
for the specified 0 ratio.
7. Design Equation 0 i-s a reneral exnression, applicable 
to a given section, for all values of 0, and independent of 
trigonometrical terms. The initial calculation for the section 
is applicable to any- specified loading and use can be made of 
graphs to elliminate further calculation for that section. As 
the loading condition is introduced as a final condition, this is 
the only expression in which the ratio of bonding to torsion 
moment need not be known or maintained constant throughout the 
load.-cycle.
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It is the author's opinion that the design equation 
based upon an elliptical relationship between bending and torsion 
moments expressed as functions of the beamls resistance to pure 
bending and pure torsion,, and on a failure mechanism whereby a 
hinge is formed at ultimate and rotation takes place about the 
neutral-axis } is of equal accuracy and the most flexible both 





Chapter 7 describes a Series of practical studies carried 
out to investigate the proble-n of combined bending and torsion. 
These tests have been referred to in Chapter 6 as Series C and D, 
and Series B will be considered in Chapter 8 with particular 
reference to the theoretical analysis of grid frames. The main 
objective is to investigate experimentally the application of 
the torsion moment by means of lengths of concrete arm framing 
into the main beam. It is proposed to rely on the results of 
other investigators to compare the application of the torsion 
moment by direct loading onto the main beam. The author feels 
that the former is the more realistic in the application of this 
theory to grid frame systems. 
7.2 Introduction;
The experimental investigation is in three parts. A 
preliminary study of model reinforced micro-concrete beams, 
simulating a main beam framing into a column and secondary beam, 
is carried out to illustrate the effect of adding torsion to 
results for simple bending tests. The examination is then extended 
to model concrete beams of larger scale to provide more consistent 
results and, at the same time, the complex beam to column mono­ 
lithic joint is simplified so that the effects of the torsion 
load being transmitted into the main beam by the secondary beams 
can be more easily studied. These two Series of tests, C and D, 
differ only in the form of reinforcement used and for each Series, 
the section design is kept constant in order to confine the
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investigation to measuring the effect of varying the applied 
loading ratio. Special precautions are taken to maintain con­ 
sistent concrete properties in all tests by precise batching and 
mixing so that the structural and not the material properties 
can be studied. The iiain criterion in the design of the beam 
section is that it should be under-reinforced, so that at ultimate 
the steel reinforcement has attained its yield stress and is 
therefore known.
Finally, the application to simple grid-frames is 
considered in Series B, in which four tests are made using a beam 
section identical to the one used for the Series C tests. In 
this Series however, the torsion moment is introduced by the 
secondary effect of the transverse beams of the grid and only direct 
bending load is applied to the main longitudinal beam under 
examination. 
7.3 Preliminary Investigation'
The purpose of this investigation is to make a rapid 
assessment of the -iethods of applying combined loading to a 
reinforced concrete beam, simulating in the laboratory as near 
as possible the location and behaviour of the beam in the actual 
structure. The results of these preliminary tests are useful in 
planning more extensive and comprehensive tost systems to be used 
for Series B, C, and D.
(a) Mould and Section Designr- The section used is as shown in 
fig. 1.7 and the mould is constructed of hardboard which is 
sufficiently strong for this purpose. 
( b) Materials;- The following materials were used:- 
(i) mix proportions;- 1:1:3. = Ferrocrete cement; aggregate 
passing No. 25 '• aggregate passing No. 100.
(ii) water-cement ratio:- 0.7





(c) Tests;- The beams were removed from the curing tank five 
days after casting, discs attached to the upper surface of the 
beam at two inch intervals along its span, and testing carried 
out at seven days by applying dead loads at the centre-point in 
pure bending, and in addition, dead loads on the arms at a distance 
of three inches from the centre-line of the bean for the combined 
bending and torsion case. Measurements of deflection were taken 
using dial gauges attached to magnetic bases mounted directly 
below the discs } for loads within the limit of proportionality and 
finally to failure. Observations of cracking in the beam were 
made, and graphs of deflection plotted against load are shown 
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-C. Series D :
Series C and D are discussed together since they differ 
only in the form of reinforcement used. These tests constitute 
the major part of the research program-Tie. Differences between 
the two Series are only indicated where necessary and in general, 
materials, mould, testing arrangement, instrumentation and 
presentation of results are the same. 
_(_a_I Section _design and Mo^uld:-
The section design was calculated according to normal 
balanced design procedure and details are given in Table 3.D, 
Appendix D.
It is important that the design of the section conforms
(57) to the Design Code at this stage so that it is only at
ultimate load that the ultimate properties of the beam are taken 
into account. Thus these sections were adopted for testing 
and the mould designed accordingly.
A photograph of the mould is shown in plate 1.7, with 
steel reinforcement in place for .Series D. The plan dimensions 
are given in Fig. 6.7.
At positions A and B in the mould, a half --inch diameter pipe 
was fixed to the reinforcement for application of the torsion 
moment through the loading arms. The mould was constructed 
of -§-" thick African Teak and attached to a baseboard by special 
springs. The complete Series of test beams was obtained 
using this mould. Nevertheless, variations in cross-section 
are unavoidable and micrometer measurements of the beam-section 
were taken over the length of span under examination, and in 
^articular, at the failure zone. Provision was made in the 
mould construction at tha left hand support point for the
-96 -







S.P. - support-point L.P. - loading-point
(b) Materials:-
Although an investigation of materials does not form part 
of this investigation, the author has devoted a considerable time 
to ensuring the production of consistent •naterial properties for 
the beams for structural analysis. The summary of this work is 
given in two parts. 
1^^Concrete:-
The concrete materials used were Ferrocrete cement and 
Eddleston —f" aggregate. The mix proportions were designed for 
a rounded river gravel according to liclntosh and Srntroy to 
give good workability - this is of special importance for Series D 
with close spacing of the transverse steel - and a concrete 
strength at twenty--eight days of 6,000 Ibs/ins2 . Table 1.7 gives 





including control-tests, the results of which are summarised
in Table 2.7. 
Table 1.7:-
cement:- 25 lb. w/c = 0.55













3/16" - no. 7
no. 7 - no. 14.
no. 14- - no. 25
no. 25 - no. 52






















For each batch, the aggregate was dried, broken down into 
its fractions by sieving and finally recombined at batching to 
conform to the proportions given in. Table 1.7. This process 
occupied a considerable time but the author feels this vras justified 
by the consistency of the control test results shown in Table 2.7.
Also, Kaplan's study of strain measurement and creek behaviour of
(27) reinforced beams shows that changes in aggregate volume effect
the beam behaviour and it was considered important to eliminate 
this aspect in investigating the effects due only to changes in 
the ratio of applied loading.
The concrete was mixed in a two cubic-foot capacity 
"Gum-flow" type mixer for two minutes, then noured and vibrated 





























































































control specimen were demoulded after twenty-four hours then placed 
in a curing tank and vater-cured at a constant temperature of 65 F 
for twenty-five days. Tho specimen were then removed from the 
water and air-dried prior to testing at twenty--eight days. Each 
beam was air-dried for twenty-four hours to remove surface moisture 
then prepared for testing. This procedure included rubbing-down 
the four faces of the beam with emery-paper, washing with acetone, 
filling the spores with durafix, marking the grid points and 
reference marks, attachment of "Doinec" discs, dial-gauge discs, 
and measurement of the sectional dimensions.
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2. Steel;-
The main property of the steel is its behaviour under 
stress and for these tests,.it is essential that the steel is 
sufficiently ductile to maintain a constant stress beyond yield 
for increasing applied load up to ultimate beyond which failure 
is brought about due to crushing of the concrete in the compression 
zone. For this purpose, the properties of •£" diameter black 
mild steel were found to be suitable and for each test, samples 
of each reinforcement were tested in a Hounsefield Tensometer to 
check that the required condition was satisfied and also to measure 
accurately the stress in the steel during the constant stress stage 
as this value is used in the design equation.
For the Series C beams, resistance strain gauges of 
gauge-factor, 2.0, and resistance, 50 ohms, were .attached to the 
reinforcement, prior to placing the concrete, and rendered 
.waterproof by covering the gauge with a water-repellant wax. 
Measurements of strain recorded on a Transducer Meter and balanced 
against an identical gauge set in an unstrained beam, gave 
readings of strain in the reinforcement as well as indicating 
that the condition of constant stress was reached prior to failure. 
The yield stresses of the steel used for the Series C beams 
varied between 30,000 and 50,000 Ibs/sq. in. In the Series D 
tests however, better quality steel was used giving consistent 
yield stresses of 50,000 Ibs/sq.in. and satisfying the condition 
of constant stress beyond yield under increasing applied load. 
Although samples were taken from each beam for testing in the 
tensometer, no strain gauge measurements were taken during the 
actual tests for Series D as it was considered more desirable 
to elliminate the effects of the strain gauge wire passing
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internally along the beam. The use of -g-1 ' diameter bright mild 
steel for the transverse reinforcement was not suitable as no 
definite yield point could lie determined before rupture of the 
steel. Blaok mild steel of -§-" diameter was also unsuitable due 
to non-uniformity of the cross-section, so the bright mild steel 
was annealed at 900 C to give properties similar to those of the 
longitudinal steel and a consistent yield stress of 45,000 Ibs/sq. 
in. Tensometer tests were taken for steel samples from each 
beam to ensure the necessary condition and measure accurately 
the values to be used for calculation. The spacing of the 
transverse steel was kept constant at two inches over the gauge 
length for beams D/2/1, 2 and 3, and li-" for the remainder.
The reinforcement used in the loading arms was designed 
to prevent failure as this part of the beam was not under 
investigation. In addition the transverse reinforcement was 
used to anchor the -g-" diameter piping in position during mixing 
(Plate 1.7). As beams D/2/1 and D/2/2 failed prematurely due 
to bond slip, the longitudinal steel in the remaining beams of 
the Series was cranked at 90 at both ends to prevent further 
failures of this kind, 
(c) TjLstinfc Procedures
The main requirements in testing Series G and D were 
firstly the measurement of the applied loads and in particular 
the ultimate load, and secondly the measurement of the beam 
behaviour from initial application of the' loads up to ultimate.
The test frame, shown in plates 3.7, -4.7, provided the 
support for the spherical rollers on which the beam was supported 
and the load frame against which the bending load was applied, 
by a hydraulically operated Black-Hawk jack of 5 ton capacity
'7
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acting through a proving-ring on to a twenty-inch long loading bar 
placed centrally on the beam. The torsion moment vras independently 
applied by dead weights transmitted through steel wires, one of 
which passed over a pulley, on to the concrete loading arms 
(Plate 5.7). The overturning moment was resisted by the left hand 
beam support in the fora of a shaft passing through the concrete 
and held in the plane by tiroSkifco self-aligning bearings supported 
in plummer blocks bolted to the test frame (Plate 6.?). The 
torsion moment is therefore constant along the full length of the 
beam from the loading arms to the bearing support. Also, this 
length is not subjected to shear forces so that the investigation 
iras in compliance with the assumptions made in Chapters l± and 5. 
Although this method of loading is not as flexible as for example 
using a torsion machine, the author feels that it simulates more 
closely the practical application of torsion moment to the beam 
in the grid-frame system. The direct bending load was measured 
by taking readings on the dial gauge of the proving ring and using 
the calibration graph given in Fig. 7.7.
The experimental investigation also included the study of 
the actual behaviour of the beam under the applied loads from 
initial application of the load up to ultimate. For this, 
observations of the crack propogation were made at each load stage, 
and "Demec" readings taken at 2" intervals along the constant 
bending moment area. In addition, dial gauge readings were 
taken to record the vertical movement of the loading arms.
The pattern and sequence of cracking is of major importance 
in the study and details were recorded at every load stage to 
investigate the crack propogation as the loading increases to 



























































the load stage on the beam at the position where the crack had 
reached at that stage. The angles of crack were measured on 
completion of the test. In Series D, the initial micro-cracks 
were detected more quickly by coating the face of the beam x/ith 
a thin layer of durafix so that visual detection of the breakdown 
in bond at the durafix-concrete interface was possible for lower 
surface strains than for visual cracking of the concrete. The 
position of the initial durafix cracks was indicated by adding 
the suffix ! d l to the load stage number. An example of the 
data recorded for beam D/2/6 is given in Table l.D, Appendix D. 














































information is best presented by developing in the same plane 
photographs taken of the cracking on the four faces of each beam 
and is given in Plates 7, 8,^9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
and 18.7. The practical values of the angle of the failure 
crack are compared with those given by Fig. 5.4. Chapter 4. in 
Table 3.7.
No measurements of the width of crack were possible but 
use was made of the "Demec" readings. The main object of this 
investigation was to study the effect of an applied torsion moment 
on the ultimate bending moment resisted by the beam, so that 
strain measurements were taken parallel to the longitudinal axis 
of the beam and only the component of the torsional stress acting 
in this direction is therefore included. Although an eight inch 
"Demec' ; has bean used throughout, the setting of the discs at 
two inch intervals along the constant moment zone of the beam 
enabled readings to be taken within each gauge len^ch. Thus, 
average strain measurements were obtained at three points, a, e 
and i, covering the length of beam under examination (Fig. H.7, 
Plate 19 4 7) and the remaining measurements used to locate crack 
movement. The load-stage when initial cracking occurred and the 
concrete attained its maximum tensile strength vas indicated by 
a large increment in the "Demec" readings at that point, and. 
readings taken beyond this stage were used to give an estimate of 
the crack width since further increase in the gauge reading is 
related to the opening up of the crack. The effect of a partic­ 
ular crack could be assessed by examining consecutive readings at 
that point, for example in Fig. 8.7, a crack in the area 2-3 is 
indicated by the readings 'a 1 and 'b', and the reading 'o 1 is 






























































Similarly, the propogation upwards is traced using the readings
aA> aB* ^B 3 ^G etc * T'he "Deraec " readings have also been used to 
illustrate the upward movement of the neutral-axis with increasing 
load towards ultimate, and an example is included for Beam D/2/6 
in Figs. l.D, 2.D, Appendix D.
Initial "Demec" and dial gauge readings were taken prior 
to applying the torsion load and at every load stage, before and 
after observing and marking the crack propogation on the beam. 
Approximately ten minutes were required for this procedure at each 
load stage giving a total period of test of about 100 minutes and 
creep effects have not been included. The test load was main­ 
tained for up to 4-8 hours to investigate the load sustained by 
the beara after ultimate. Symmetrical application of the torsional 
load was checked by taking dial gauge and cathetometer readings 
at the ends of tho loading arms (Plate 3.7). 
7.._l_Series 3: --
The investigation procedure was similar to that used for 
Series G and D and only the essential differences are given, 
(a) oection design andjfouldj- As this investigation is an 
extension of the Series G and D tests, the same design section 
was used. The plan dimensions of the grid are shown in Fig. 9«7, 
and the mould used for the Series is shown in Plate 20.7. The 
mould was constructed so that during placing, the reinforcement 
could be 'inserted, in the be?m after pouring of the bulk of the 
concrete. This inversion of the mould produced a better finish 
for the upper face of the beams, and by screwing the ends of the 
transverse bars, the longer external formwork was held in 
position at the specified width during placing.
FIG. 8.7:-.
L.P.














Lb 1 Materials;- 1, j^ncrete;- The method of mix design used 
for Series C and D was repeated for Series B vrith adjusted weights 
of the various materials to give the extra volume of concrete 
required. The details are given in Tables 4.7 and 5.7. 
Table A.7;-
cement:- 30 Ibs. w/c - 0.55













3/16" - no. 7
no. 7 - no. 14
no. 14 - no. 25
no .25 - no. 52





























































£JL Steals- The requirement for the properties of the steel are 
as for Series C and D, but due to there being reinforcement in 
the transverse beams> the longitudinal bars xrere bent up to pass 
over tha transverse bars at the joints, as shown in Plate 20.7, 
in order to retain equal moments of resistance in all members of 
the grid.
1_Q.) Testing Procedure:- The testing procedure was different 
from the procedure used for Series C and D as only the bending 
moment was applied directly to the grid-frame, the torsion moment 
being applied internally by the moments of resistance of the 
members of the frame acting in different planes at the joints. 
Thus, the torsion moment is transmitted by the transverse beam 
into the longitudinal beam as simulated by the loading arms in 
Series C and D but without applying the load directly.
The loading frame, shown in Plate 21.7, was designed to 
apply a direct compressive load of up to 20 tons on to the prid- 
frame by Losenhausenwerk hydraulic .lacks, and the cross-beam and 
uprights designed to five variable positioning of the jack. For 
tests B/2/1 and 2, the load was applied at the central joint on 
one side of the frame, and for tests 3/2/3 and 4 the load was 
apolied equally to the same joint and at a point six inches along 
the transverse beam. The frame was supported at the four corners 
on two inch square metal nlates seated on one inch spherical ball­ 
bearings (Plate 22.7).
"Demec" readings were taken to give strain measurements 
along the outer face of the longitudinal beam subjected to the 
applied bending, similar to the procedure for 3eries G and D, and 
in addition, readings were taken along the central transverse 
beam. The general layout is shown in Fig. 10.7. The spacing
S- CD to to
CD
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of the discs at two inch gauge and using an eight inch "Demec" 
gave information on crack initiation as in Series C and D. 
However, for this Series of tests, the main failure crack formed 
under the point of application of the load. "Demec" discs were 
placed at some supports and the unloaded joint to locate the 
subsidiary cracking (Plates 23.7, 24.7). Dial gauge readings 
were of greater importance in this Series with regard to Jshe 
theoretical investigation to be outlined in Chapter 8, and discs 
were fixed to the upper surface of the frame at the locations 
numbered in Fig. 9.7. As the- load-system in this Series does 
not produce a region of zero shear stress, clamps were used to 
prevent shear failure at the joints and the position of these 
clamps is shown in Fig. 9.7 and Plate 25.7. This technique was 
also found necessary by Reynolds in his work on pre-stressed 
concrete frames. 
7...4_S_ummary of Observations:
Each beam was subjected to a different ratio of applied 
bending to torsion moment so that the cracking behaviour differs 
for each test. An illustrated summary of the individual crack 
patterns has been given as developed views in Plates 7 - 18.7. 
The following observations were made for the four Series as a, 
whole ?-
1. The ultimate moment values from tests D/2/1 and D/2/2 
have not been used for comparison vith the analytical investigation 
as in both cases premature failure occurred due to bond slip. 
This non-conformity with the theoretical mechanism of failure 
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2. The addition of a torsion moment produces an increased 
number of smaller cracks compared to the crack behaviour in a 
beam stressed only in bending.
3. No general sequence of crack formation was observed, 
but the initial crack observed does not form the final crack 
causing failure, the eventual failure crack forming at loads near 
to ultimate i/hen cracking has already reached the upper parts of 
the beam elsewhere along the constant moment length.
A. With formation of the failure crack, propogation of 
the other cracks decreases as the failure crack moves rapidly 
over the cross section. This observation was confirmed by the 
"Demec" readings which increased only in the area of the failure 
crack beyond this stage.
5. The location of the failure crack varied in Series 0 
and D, but for the majority of beams was immediately below one 
of the loading points for applied bending moment.
6. For the; pure torsion case, although cracking occurred 
along the length of the beam, the main failure crack was located 
near the bearing support despite closer spacing of the transverse 
steel in this area.
7. The initial crack in all cases was observed on the sarae 
face and at the bottom of the beam. This face was consequently 
used as the side of the beam for crack observation. Readings 
of the dial gauges and cathetomoter indicated that the torsion 
moment was applied symmetrically.
3. There is good agreement between practical values of oc, 
measured from the beam, and theoretical values obtained from 
Fie;. 5.4. These results are tabulated in Table 3.7, and the 
oractical values given are the average of the mean line following 
the crack.
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9t There was no sudden failure in the Series of tests, 
and a combined load of 75% ultimate was resisted by the beam for 
a period of up to 48 hours. In the test for beam C/2/3, the 
bending load was removed iinmediately after ultimate and prior to 
removal of the torsion-moment, with resultant rotation of the 
beam and failure (Plate 5.7).
10, The main failure crack for the four grids tested in 
Series B occurred under the applied load at the joint and was 
pyramoidal in shape (Plate 23.7). Increased loading beyond 
ultimate caused rotation of the beams and some of the corners to 
lift off the spherical seatings. Subsidiary cracks were less 
predictable and varied for each beam, occurring at some of the 
supports and the other central joint. As in Series C and D, no 
sudden failure occurred and a load of 75% of ultimate was resisted 
by the grid for up to /$ hours after. 
7,7 Conclusions:
The following are the main conclusions for the experimental 
investigation of model reinforced concrete beams Series A, B, G 
and D:-
1. The total research programme was not extensive con­ 
sisting of twenty tests of beams of dimensions not greater than 
two inches wide by four inches deep, and loading not exceeding tiro 
tons. Although these tests simulate practical load applications, 
the author feels that research on full scale beams would provide 
more information particularly with regard to the crack behaviour 
at early stages of loading when the micro-crack propogation in 
the model beams cannot be detected visually. Also, as crack 
widths are a criteria in the design for working load, measurement 
of crack width in the full scale beam could be made in addition
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to locating the crack propogation at the various load stages.
2. The Series A tests, on a limited scale, provide a 
means of simulating the structural unit under consideration, that
£**
is, the transverse beam to column to longitudinal beam connection. 
It is essential for simplification of the problem at this stage 
to be able to extract the main component from the frame and examine 
the behaviour of the longitudinal beam.
3. Series C and D form the main part of the investigation 
to examine the effect of combined bending and torsion on the 
longitudinal beam xri.th two arms simulating the transverse beam 
connections. The author feels that the application of the 
torsion moment through concrete arms, rigidly fixed to the main 
beam, is a necessary intermediate stage between the direct 
application by Torsion Machine and the practical application in 
the grid-frame. All measurements taken are for evaluation of 
the behaviour of the longitudinal beam to combined loading and 
no consideration is given to the transverse beam.
4.. Series B is a preliminary investigation into the full 
problem using a simple grid with no fixities at the support and 
loads applied only at the joint under examination. In this 
case the effects on the beam system as a whole are considered 
although the resistance of the longitudinal beam forms the main 
part of the study.
5. In Series A, B, C and D, the use of uniform, identical 
beams produced by accurately measured quantities of materials and 
constant conditions of mixing, curing and preparation enables 
conclusions to be made on the effects of the variations of 
applied loading on the beam section.
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The experimental investigation therefore forms an 
Important part of the research programme. The assumptions made 
in the theoretical investigation, and necessary for deriving the 
various design equations, are examined by test and assessments 
are made of the accuracies attainable by comparing the experimental 
moments applied to the beams at ultimate with those calculated 





The previous Chapters have been concerned with the 
investigation of a longitudinal reinforced concrete beam subjected 
to combined bending and torsion and simulating a load condition 
brought about by other beams framing into the main member as in 
frame systems. In Chapter 8, it is proposed to first outline a 
method for solution of the bending and torsion moments in a grid- 
frame at working-load, and then to consider the application of 
the theory derived in the earlier parts of the investigation to 
the beams forming the giid-frame at a stage beyond working-load 
and up to ultimate. 
0.2 Introduction;
The linear elastic analysis of a rigid jointed grid-frame 
structure loaded at right angles to the plane of the frame has 
been given by several authors, and in particular by Hendry and 
Jaeger using a harmonic analysis method of solution and 
assuming a spread medium for the transverse beams| and by 
Lightfoot and Sawko^ > using generalised slope-deflection 
equations. A general procedure, using the latter approach, is 
given by Livesley^ ' ^' for multi-beam systems and it is 
proposed to use this method for solution of the working-load 
moments in the reinforced concrete frames investigated 
experimentally by the author.
Beyond working-load, the method of analysis is related 
to the formation of plastic hinges and calculation of ultimate 
load is possible using the Lower and Upper Bound approach of
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Greenberg and Prager^ 66 ' 67 ' for an assumed mechanism of failure. 
Reynolds has described this application to prestressed concrete 
frames on the assumption that joint rotation takes place and that 
the presence of bending has no effect on the torsion hinge and 
similarly -torsion on the bending hinge.
The application of the expression obtained by the author 
for the ultimate bending moment of a beam subjected to combined 
bending and torsion is considered using the ratio of bending 
moment to torsion moment found from the elastic analysis.
A comparison of results for deflections at working-loads 
is given using theoretical values obtained by the elastic analysis 
and the practical values measured in the Series B tests. 
Finally, conclusions are given on the basis of this preliminary 
study for the behaviour of grid-frames at both working and 
ultimate loads.
Jie thod ;
A comprehensive account of the equilibrium method for 
the analysis of skeletal structures is given by Livesley , 
It is proposed therefore to outline the application of this method 
to the grid-frames investigated by the author and indicate the 
extension of the basic theory to multi-beam systems with rigid 
joint connections. The main assumption made is that the 
structure is linear, that is the internal forces are linear 
functions of the applied loads, and so the principle of super­ 
position can be applied. This method of solution is therefore 
for working-loads only.
The equilibrium method (or displacement method) considers 
displacement as the basic unknown and the general procedure is 
as follows s-
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(a) Express the member end-loads in terms of the corres­ 
ponding end-displacements.' (by integration of the differential 
equation of extension, flexure or torsion. )
(b) Express the member end-displacements in terms of 
joint displacements using conditions of compatibility.
(c) Substitute the member end loads in equations for 
joint equilibrium; (gives the load-displacement equations of the 
structure, one equation per joint, relating a known load to an 
unknown displacement.)
(d) Solve for the unknown joint displacements.
(e) Use equilibrium equations to find the member end-loads.
This procedure is now applied to the grid-frane using the 
notation given in Fig. 1.8 and the sign convention defined by 
Livesley and shown in Fig. 2.8. The beams are assumed to have 
torsional stiffness, but warping effects are neglected. It is 
further assumed that there are no forces applied in the plane of 
the grillage and that no moments are applied about vertical axes, 
so that the displacement vector at each joint consists of a vertical 
displacement and rotation about two horizontal axes. In the 
generalised method given by Livesley, the special condition of 
supporting the corners of the grillage on spherical rollers is 
provided for by assuming each corner joint to consist of two nodes, 
one of which, joint R, is connected to the main structure and the 
other, joint S, to the support. The stiffness matrices are then 
formed for the grillage, with zero or null matrices to denote that 
there is no member connecting the two joints R and S at the 
supports. This apparent complication is necessary as the method 
developed by Livesley and adapted by Lightfoot and Sawko is for 





applicable to all conditions. Fixity at the corners, for example, 
is the most straightforward case with solution of a 3n x 3n, or 
(6x6) matrix for the frame being investigated, where n ~ number 
of joints; for the four corners supported on spherical rollers, 
the size of the matrix increases to (2s + n)3 x (2s + n)3 where 
s = number of supports and n = number of joints, = (30 x 30 ) in 
this case. The load displacement equations are then set up using 
the following conditions, for example at joint As-
(ii) © = 9
zSA zRA
(iii) SySA = 0
The resultant matrix is non-symmetric and wasteful of 
computer storage space, and although the latter may not be 
important with the objective of a generalised procedure for all 
structural problems, further mathematical manipulation is required 
to remove the lack of symmetry.
The author, using the same approach but from first 
principles for the particular grillage under investigation, obtains 
the solution using the same conditions but with no imaginary dual 
node at the supports. The conditions reduce therefore to;-
(i) <*yA = 0
and the size of the matrix to (2s + 3n) x (2s + 3n) or 14 x 1/4 in 
this case.
A Computer programme and results for the two load conditions 
applied in Series B are given in Appendix E. This method can now 
be used for grillages with any combination of beam system by 
increasing the size of the matrix, and for any load condition by 
including the appropriate applied moments and applied loads at
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the joints in the right-hand side of the equations. Thus, for 
B/2/3 and 4 in which the loads are applied at the joint B and six 
inches along the transverse beam 'g', the values which are substi­ 
tuted are the direct load, consisting of applied load and reaction, 
at B; the direct load, equal to the reaction, at '.3, and the fixing 
momenta acting at B and E due to the load applied on the transverse 
beam and six inches from B.
Each grid-frame is analysed in the same way and a summary 
of the analysis is now given for the solution of B/2/1 and B/2/2:- 
The expression relating the unknown displacement vector, 'd 1 , and 
the known loading condition, 'p', in terms of the stiffness matrix 
of the beam system is given in Fig. 3.8; the calculations for the 
matrix are given in Tables 1.8, 2.8 and 3.8, and the final values 
are included in the general Computer programme in Appendix E.
The solution of the simultaneous equations is obtained on 
a KDF 9 Computer and these values, which are tabulated in 
Table 4.3, are now substituted in the equation for each beam 
member relating end-load to end-displacement. An example of 
this procedure is given for member 'g 1 "-

















2.3183 - 12.7670 + 0 + 4.6365 + 4.7011 + 0 = - 1.1.112 
0.3851 + 1.4258 + 0 + 0.3851 + 0.5250 + o = - 0.1306 

















































































































all values are for unit load (lb.) f x 10
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= 4-6365 - 12.7674 + 0 + 2.3183 + 4.7011 + 0 = -1.1112 
PBy = -0.3851 + 1.4258 + 0 - 0.3851 - 0.5250 +0 = 0.1306
§
The calculated values for grillages B/2/1 and B/2/2 are 
given in Figs. 4.8, 5.8, 6.85 and for grillages B/2/3 and B/2/4 
in Figs. 7.8, 8.8, 9.8, using the values for displacement vector, 
'd f , given in Tables 4.8 and 5.8 respectively. All values are 
calculated for a unit load in pounds and the values used for 
the elastic constants, G and E, are the average values from the 
control tests to simplify the amount of calculation; the values 
for I and J are for a rectangular concrete section and no account 
is taken of the effect of the reinforcement in this preliminary 
study.
Assuming the equilibrium theory to be true up to initial 
cracking of the beam, values of deflection can be compared and 
the practical and theoretical values, calculated using the measured 
applied load at cracking; are given for the Series ~Q tests in 
Table 6.8. These results show a satisfactory correlation, despite 
the approximations made, and the values of applied load defining 
initial cracking of the beam are now assumed as the arbitrary 
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bending moment and torsion moment given in Figs. 4-9.8, the beam 
sections oan be designed to Code requirements.
Knowing the position of the maximum moments in the grid- 
frame, and assuming uniform cross-section, the location of plastic 
hinges can be specified for investigation of the grid-frame at 
ultimate load. Also, the application of the theory derived by 
the author for the failure mechanism in the longitudinal beam of 
a grid system at the location of the maximum combined moment can 
be considered, since the ratio of bending moment to torsion moment 
is also given at working load by the equilibrium method. 
8..4. Ultimate Load Method:
An investigation of the behaviour of the grid-frame at 
ultimate load is now made on the basis of the solution given by 
the elastic analysis.
The limit-design method described by Greenberg and Prager 
utilises the formation of plastic hinges so that the ultimate 
load is calculated from the principle of virtual work by equating 
the work done by the ultimate load, P , in causing rotation of 
the structure to the work done by the plastic moments, M and T , 
acting at the hinges forming the mechanism. This upper bound 
solution is then used to examine the structure statically for 
calculation of a lower bound value for P . At the same time, 
the assumed values for M and T are checked to give a statically 
admissable system. The method is therefore dependent on an 
initial assessment of the location of the plastic hinges and the 
evaluation of the moments M and T for the beam system.
Reynolds illustrates this approach to prestressed concrete 
grillages but simplifies the problem by assuming rotation of the 
transverse beams at the joints. The range of grid-frames
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investigated includes multi-beam grillages for both normal and 
skew systems.
The author's method for calculation of the ultimate bending 
and torsion moments of the component beams is now examined since 
evaluation of the ultimate moments is possible using the ratios 
of bending to torsion moment found from the elastic analysis. 
In particular s the application of the design equations derived 
in Chapter 6 can be considered for a failure mechanism occurring 
at the location of maximum combined moment in the frame and given 
by the working load solution.
The conclusions given in Chapter 6 suggest the use of 
Design Equation C as the most flexible of the three expressions, 
although for this application any one of the equations can be 
used since the ratio 0 is taken as M /M and given by Figs. 4.8.
Z X
5.8; and 7.8,, 8.8. Applying Design Equation C to grillages 
3/2/1 and B/2/2 3 the failure zone is taken at the joint B- this 
is substantiated by the experimental investigation as reported 
in Chapter 7.
The revised expression, in terms of 0 = 1-L /VL 3 is
- V Tu
' U J (T.0? + (M)2
or,
for calculation of ultimate torque,
M . T 
. _ u u
bx
where M and T are> as defined in Chapter 6, the ultimate resistance 
moments of the beam to pure bending and pure torsion respectively.
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For example, for grillage B/2/1, taking the average values 
of MU and TU for the Series, we have
0 = ^z/^x = 6.8/0.556 - 12.23 
\= 15.9; Tu = 3.4;
ultimate moment, NL = 12.23 x 16.9 x 3..4
'u /(149.6 x 11.56 + 250)
= 14.89 
cracking moment, Mg = 6.8 x 1.255
= S.53 
(all values expressed in inch-pounds x 1(P).
Thus, the design load factor for the grid-frame, using 
the above values is given as
= 14.89/8.53 = 1.63



































all values in inch-lbs. x 10 
_8^5_Con c 1 us i ons; -
Chapter 8 outlines the main application of the author's 
work to beams as elements of a grid-frame system. The invest­ 
igation of a grid-frame at ultimate necessarily includes an initial 
elastic analysis and conclusions are given for a method of solution 
utilising a Computer to solve the simultaneous equations. Using
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this information, the author's ultimate moment equation is applied 
to the solution at ultimate and preliminary conclusions made on a 
method for evaluating the design factor of the grid-frame. These 
conclusions are given as follows;-
1. The Equilibrium method is a well established technique and a 
powerful tool for the engineer in solving linear elastic problems 
associated with rigid jointed frames at working load. The method 
given by Livesley is extremely comprehensive but unnecessarily 
complicated for grillages, in particular the grid-frames tested 
by the author. A simpler expression has been used and gives a 
solution, the deflection values of which compare satisfactorily 
with values measured experimentally. The corresponding applied 
loads are then used to evaluate the internal bending and torsion 
moments for design at working load.
2. The information provided by an elastic analysis is utilised 
in the analysis of the grid-frame at ultimate load as follows;-
(a) The position of the maximum moment values occurring 
in the grid-fiame indicate the location of potential plastic 
hinges at ultimate - these positions are required for analysis 
by the Greenberg-Prager limit design approach.
(b) Using a method of analysis derived by the author, 
the location in the grid-frame of the maximum combined moments 
defines the area of beam about which failure will take place. 
The design equation for ultimate moment is applied to this area 
using the ratio of bending moment to torsion moment calculated 
at working load to evaluate the ultimate bending moment of the 
beam and therefore of the grid system. The ultimate torsion- 
moment is similarly calculated.
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3. A design load factor for the grid-frame is found by comparing 
the calculated value of ultimate moment to the working load moment 
given by the elastic analysis.
•4. The application of the author's design equation is dependent 
on the ratio of bending to torsion moment remaining constant, that 
is, the theory assumes a uniform distributed load increase from 
working to ultimate load. For example in grillage B/2/1, only 
continued increase in the applied load at joint B can be considered. 
5. The author's theory does not take into account the effects of 
shear which exists in ths grid-frame at all times as shown by the 
elastic analysis. This, tog-ether with other points raised in tho 





In Chapter 9 it is proposed to review the main conclusions 
given in detail in the previous Chapters so that an overall assess­ 
ment can be made of the experimental and analytical investigation. 
These conclusions are classified into three main sections as 
follows:-
1. The study of a reinforced concrete beam during the 
initial stages of loading to establish a theory for the angle of 
cracking.
2. The study of a reinforced concrete beam at ultimate 
load to establish theory for calculating the ultimate bending 
moment of a beam subjected to a known applied torsion moment, or 
the ultimate torsion moment for a known applied bending moment, 
although the latter case is less common in practice.
3. The extension of this investigation to consider the 
moments in reinforced concrete grillages loaded normally to the 
plane of the grillage at ultimate. This study includes the 
analysis of the frame at working load.
Although sections 1 and 2 form the major part of the 
investigation, the author feels that the main application of these 
conclusions is to the study uf the beam as a member of a frame 
system and section 3 thus illustrates the practical application of 
this study. 
9.2 General Conclusions;
9,2.1 The following are the general conclusions for 
section 1, dealing with cracking of a reinforced concrete beam 
over a range of applied loading up to working load;-
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1. The initial angle of crack depends on the following:-
(a) the ratio of applied bending moment to applied torsion 
moment.
(b) the stress-strain relationship for a rectangular section 
of plain concrete subjected to pure bending - in this study, a 
semi-plastic relation is assumed.
(c) the stress-strain relationship for a rectangular section 
of plain concrete subjected to pure torsion - in this study, a 
completely plastic relation is assumed.
2. The initial angle of crack is not dependent on the 
following:-
(a) the dimensions of the beam-section for the range of 
section investigated in this study, that is for ratios of depth/ 
breadth beti^een two and one.
(b) whether the beam is hollow or solid
(c) the nature of the steel reinforcement.
3. For the stress-strain relations assumed in this invest­ 
igation, and over the range of section up to "k" (= d/b) equal to 
three, the depth of the neutral-axis is constant for all "k" ratios 
during the stage of loading prior to initial cracking, this being 
true for both solid and hollow sections.
L,. Prior to cracking,
(i) the moment of resistance of the beam to pure bending 
is defined by
(a) the maximum tensile strength of the concrete
(b) the geometric shape of the section
(ii) the moment of resistance of the beam to pure torsion
is defined by
(a) the maximum torsional strength of the concrete
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(b) the geometrical shape of the section . 
and these statements_are true for both solid and hollow sections.
•2--.?..t2 The following are the conclusions for the behaviour 
of the beam beyond initial cracking :.-
1. This investigation is restricted to beams of under- 
reinforced design; as a result, the position of the neutral-axis 
at ultimate differs from its position prior to cracking. At the 
load stage when the longitudinal reinforcement reaches its yield- 
stress, a condition of constant stress in the steel is assumed 
(this property having been specially selected for the steel used in 
the experimental investigation) so that further increase in the 
moment of resistance of the beam is achieved by increase in the 
length of the lever-arm with resultant decrease in the value of 'n'.
2. The ultimate stage is defined in this study by the 
load stage at which the neutral-axis.intercepts the vertical side 
cracks on the front and rear faces of the beam. An expression for 
the horizontal angle of inclination of the neutral-axis at ultimate 
is then obtained in terms of (a) the vertical angle of crack
(b) the dimensions of the beam section
(c) the neutral-axis depth at ultimate
3. The mechanism of failure assumed in this study is that 
given by the Russian Ultimate Equilibrium Theory, whereby rotation 
in the failure area of the beam takes place about a fulcrum in the 
compression zone and along the neutral-axis, inclined at an angle 
to the longitudinal axis of the beam. The author is of the opinion 
that this mechanism agrees best with the actual behaviour of 
reinforced concrete beams subjected to combined bending and torsion.
4.. The failure of the beam under investigation is caused 
by the raising of the neutral-axis and eventual crushing of the
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concrete on the upper surface of the beam. Two failure schemes 
are possible and only the case of a horizontal neutral-axis is 
considered.
5. The theory based upon an exact mathematical analysis 
using the Principle of Least Work is complicated so that design 
equations and later -modifications are complex and depend on a known 
value for the ratio of bending moment to torsion moment at ultimate, 
0. A first simplification made by previous authors is to consider 
a constant value for 'n' over the section.
6. The author reduces the original equations further by 
using expressions derived in the first part of the study for the 
vertical angle of crack and the angle of inclination of the 
compression fulcrum. Three design equations are derived:-
(a) Design Equation A, obtained by assuming a constant 
angle of crack up to the neutral-axis depth at ultimate, gives a 
simplified expression for the transverse steel moment terms, but 
the equation is dependent on a known value for 0.
(b) Design Equation B, derived from A by using a relation 
between 0 and ex. and hence J5 for a given section, contains no 
trigonometrical terms but is still dependent on 0, and in Eliminat­ 
ing <x 3 three equations must be considered over the specified 
range of 0. The assumption that the depth of the neutral-axis at 
ultimate is negligible compared to the depth of the section permits 
further simplification and calculations show that this assumption 
is justified for beams of under-reinforced design.
(c) Design Equation C overcomes the disadvantage of 
including 0 in the expression since only one of the applied moments 
at ultimate need be known. This final expression therefore 
reflects the original concept of the ultimate equilibrium theory
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since it is independent of the values of the applied loadings up 
to ultimate. The main advantages of this equation are:-
(i) the Rvalue is not used and so the equation is applicable 
to all loading conditions, including pure bending faoment or pure 
torsion moment.
(ii) the load condition is applied as a final step in the 
calculation for ultimate moment so that the preliminary calculation 
may be used for the beam section subjected to a range of applied 
loadings.
(iii) the form of representation of the design equation as 
an ellipse allows the use of charts to extend the application to 
include variations in material properties such as, for example, 
concrete strength and selection of a moment capacity for in this 
case a specified mix proportion.
7. The application of the three design equations to the 
series of experimental investigations considered gives an assess­ 
ment of the amount of calculation required for each; also, a 
comparison of results for ultimate ..noments, between the practical 
values measured from the tests and those calculated using the 
design equations, can be made. The following main conclusions 
are given :-
(a) Results of equal accuracy are obtained from the three 
design equations. Assuming that the experimental error in any 
one series of tests is constant (the conclusions are drawn from 
results in which differences betx^een practical and theoretical 
values greater that 25% are not included), the assumptions made 
in progressive derivation of the three equations are valid within 
the range of accuracy accepted in reinforced concrete design.
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(b) The three design equations can be applied to the 
experimental results considered in this study since both values 
of moment at ultimate arc known. In the practical application 
to a beam subjected to a known torsion moment at ultimate, only 
design equation C can be used unless additional assumptions are 
made with regard to the nature of the load increments up to ultimate.
(c) For the experimental investigation, a check is made 
that the failure mechanism conforms to that assumed in the 
theoretical investigation by using design equation C to calculate 
both the ultimate bending and torsion moments since the ratios of 
theoretical to practical moments, F, and F,, are equal. A large 
difference therefore indicates a beam failure other than as 
specified in the theoretical investigation; for example, premature 
failure due to bond slip of the reinforcement does not satisfy 
this condition.
(d) The three design equations can be applied only to 
under-reinforced design sections. The preliminary calculation 
for design equation C includes evaluating the moments of resistance 
of the beam subjected to bending load only and to torsion load 
only so that a check is made at this stage on whether the theory 
is applicable to the given section. •
5Lv?A2 ^Q application of the theory derived in the main 
part of the study to grid-frames is discussed in Chapter 8, together 
with a method for solution jf the moments in the frame at working 
load. The following conclusions are mades-
1, A solution for the elastic behaviour of a rigid jointed frame 
is necessary before applying existing ultimate load theories to 
the frame to calculate ultimate moment.
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2. The equilibrium method, as outlined by Livesley, and using a 
Computer for solution of the simultaneous equations, provides an 
elastic analysis for skeletal structures in general and the 
application of this method to multi-beam systems is wen established.
3. Applying the method to the grid-frames investigated experimentally 
by the author, the amount of computation is reduced to a minimum 
and theoretical values are obtained for the internal moments in 
the beam members. In addition, satisfactory agreement between 
practical and theoretical deflections at various points along the 
grid-frame is found at working load.
4. The elastic solution supplies the following information required 
for an ultimate load analysis;-
(a) Using the Greenberg-Prager limit design method, the 
position of the plastic hinges can he located more exactly.
(b) For the calculation of ultimate moments using the 
author's equations, the failure-zone about which the ultimate 
equilibrium principle is applied is located at the position of 
maximum combined bending and torsion moments; also, the ratio of 
the bending and torsion moments at that point is deduced at working 
load.
5. Using the latter approach, a value for load factor is found 
for each of the beams tested by comparing the working moment 
capacity of the beam given by the equilibrium method and the 
ultimate moment capacity of the beam given by the ultimate 
equilibrium method. This value thus defines the design factor 
for the grid-frame as a whole.
6. The author's experimental investigation of reinforced concrete 
frames is extremely limited and further study is 'required to 
investigate the behaviour of the rigid jointed frame loaded at
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right angles to its plane at ultimate. Suggestions for future 
research are therefore given in Section 9.3. 
SLt.3 Future Research;
The author's experimental and analytical investigation, 
and in particular the extension of the main theory to grid-frames, 
has raised a number of allied problems which require further study 
and these are now listed as suggestions for future research.
In the study of the beam behaviour prior to cracking and 
eventual formation of the failure crack, the author considers that 
these points are irorthy of further study:-
(a) The angle of inclination of the compression fulcrum 
has not been defined in terms of the stress condition of the 
concrete in the compression zone. Further study is necessary 
to examine the compressive strength of the concrete subjected to 
combined stresses especially toi/ards ultimate. The value of ff 
is of importance for application of the ultimate equilibrium 
principle to reinforced concrete beams subjected to combined 
bending and torsion.
(b) A satisfactory theory for representing the combined 
bending and torsion moments at ultimate load has been developed. 
A similar theory may define the moment capacity of the beam at 
working load so that both relations could be represented on the 
same basis for load factor calculation. Also, the defining of 
the arbitrary limit of working load by width of crack will require 
further research on the formation of cracks in full scale beams.
The effects of shear have not been considered by the 
author. Morice and Lewis^ have indicated that shear effects 
can be neglected for investigating the ultimate strength of 
prestressed concrete beams.
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The author, however, is of the opinion that more research into the 
problem in reinforced concrete beams is required. As indicated 
in Chapter 8, shear effects are appreciable and cannot be
Eliminated as was possible in the Series C and D tests carried 
out by the author.
Finally, the problem of combined bending and torsion in 
grid-frames with rigid joints has only been introduced by the 
author. Mo attempt is made to assess accurately the stiffness 
property of the reinforced elements of the frame; only approximate 
values are used in the elastic analysis for G, J, I and E; and 
the effect of variable rigidity of the beans has not been invest­ 
igated.
The final conclusion, therefore, is that only a preliminary 
study has been made into a problem which the author feels is an 
extremely interesting and worthwhile field of research.
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ANGLE i OF INGT.TNATIOM OF COMPRESSION .... FULCRUM
The problem of evaluating^, the angle of inclination 
of the compression fulcrum, is now discussed in greater detail 
than in Chapter 4. The value for this angle is of particular 
importance in calculations for ultimate moment using the theory 
outlined in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The author has adopted a geometric relation f or fi on the 
assumption that the inclined neutral-axis intercepts the vertical 
cracks on the sides of the beam at ultimate so that an expression 
is derived and given as
coty? = cotoc (2jk + l) where <x = vertical angle of crack, 
and k = geometric constant = d/bj and for j = 1, cot j£= cotot(2k+ l) 
so that cotjS > cot oc , and J5 «*• since for the rectangular 
sections considered, k is always greater than unity. This is a 
necessary condition due to the change in direction of the vertical 
cracks on the front and back faces of the beam. The relative 
values of of. and J& are of particular significance in the expression 
for the internal moment provided by the vertical transverse steel 
since the sign of the moment will change, for example in the case
of pure torsion, according to the value of adopted.
( 50 ) The approach used by Evans and Sarkar is based on the
same principle as that given for evaluating of. , that is by 
resolving the torsion stress, T* , and the compressive stress in
bending, f , as shown in Fig. l.A. to obtain the principal stress, c
f , acting normal to the fulcrum, and hence jS , Using this 
approach, the value of ft must lie between 4-5 and 90 , and for 
7T = f , /3 =58.5°; therefore the two theories agree only for
C *^
the case of pure bending since y» = o£ = 90 .
139 -
gig. l.A
A true value for^ will only be found by considering the 
stress condition in the compression zone at ultimate. Further 
research is necessary to investigate the condition of stress in 
the concrete in the compression zone at the stage when the fulcrum 
is formed.
The results given in Table l.A and Table 2. A are for 
selected values of j3 = 4.5°, 60° and the geometric expression 
adopted by the author, applied to calculations of ultimate moment 
for the Series G and D tests. Significant differences are shown; 
and for the pure torsion case, D/2/4., as mentioned above, a 
considerable difference is obtained due to the value of j3 given 
by the geometric expression being less than 45 .

































































































Appendix B deals x/ith the statement made in Section 5.5, 
Chapter 5, regarding the torsion moment factor, «pt ' and defined as
M.f. applied (actual) = Pt x Mt applied (as measured). 
In the Ellipse Theory, derivation of the ultimate load curve is 
dependent on the ultimate resistance of the beam to pure bonding 
and pure torsion, or M^ and TU respectively, and the equation of the 
curve is given as
(x/Mu )2 H- (y/Tu )2 = 1
It is true to say, therefore, that at any intermediate point (x,y) 
on the curve, the resistance of the beam is defined by the ratio 
of x, the resistance to the applied bending moment, to y, the res­ 
istance to the applied torsion moment. This can now- be applied as 
the Design Equation C in which the substitution of an applied torsion 
moment, y, given by il. , into the equation enables calculation of 
the ultimate resistance bending moment, ii. As a result, any error 
in the measurement of the applied torsion moment, M, , will produce
TJ
an error in the calculated result, H j similarly, for applied bending 
moment, an error in calculated ii, .
Or, since the beam resists only the effective moments being 
applied to it, the calculated result is in error when the measured 
applied and actual applied are not the same.
'Jo definite conclusion can be made from the work covered 
in this investigation, but it is suggested that the variation in the 
F values are ; reater than those for Fb in Tables 10 - 16.6, and in 
particular, in those tests where application of the torsion moment 
is through loading arms rigidly fixed to the concrete; for example, .
compare Series D 5 Table 12.6, in which the mean values for the Series, 
excluding beaas D/2/1 and D/2/2, are Fb = 1.05 and Ft = 1.28, and 
the Russian beams. Table 16.6, in which the torsion load is applied 
directly to the beam, and the corresponding values are F, = 1.00 
and ?t = 1.01.
Further research is necessary and is proceeding in this 
field with the object of investigating the effect of the rigidity of 
the loading arras.
However, applying the factor 'p.' to the Design Equation B 
gives the following modified equations, for 2 < $< 81-
Similarly, expressions are evolved for the whole range of 0, and in 
all oases the effect of p. on the calculated M, is dependent on the
The effect of p. is rnore clearly defined in the Ellipse
o












G_ALGULAT IQNS^ . _FQR.. JJLTJMTE MOMENT
Calculations are given in Appendix C for a beam section 
selected from the Leeds series of tests, beam 5, as given in 
Tables 1.6, 7.6, 13.6, and in addition, results are given using 
the original equations^0 .
The actual applied moments are, in inch Ibs. x 10^, 
\ = 31.5; Mt = 13. 2 1 so that 0 = 6.17, and 02 = 38.118 
liLj)esign Equation 1 f,ori^inaJL._eqaation) : - 









f = 5.056; f b = 30.336 c c
= 12.98 = 0.564
1. From Fig. 7,4, for 0 = 6.17, OC = 83. 8C 
cot oC = 0,109
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2. Assume J3 = 45°, then calculate n = ^V °;
<- X ^
= 0.219 ins. 
3. Calculate M^, using the value of 'n 1 from '2 1 .
30.336 x 0.048
+ 12.98 (6.6875 - 0.219)
+ 0.307 (7.5 - 0.5 - 0.219)
~ 0.564 x 6.5 (0.6 x 0.109 + 0.4)
(7.5 x 0.446 + 6 (0.109 - l)) .
= ~2 (1.455 + 83.961 + 2.089 + 3.164) 
= 70.066
4. Calculate M = 78.066/6.17 =
Squat ion . 2 ; -
This equation differs froa Design liquation 1 only in the term for 
the vertical transverse steel, and is included to justify state­ 
ments made in Section 5.4 of Chapter 4 <ind used in deriving the 
Design Equations A, B and C.
06'= 84.8°, cotoc' = 0.091; V = 52.5°, cot <f> = 0.767 
vertical transverse steel term:--
= 0.564 x 6.5 (0.6 x 0.091 + 0.4 x 0.767) 
(7,5 x 0.446 + 5 (-0.891)) 
= 2.272
3. M, = ^ x 88.777
4. M, - 76.437/6.17 -"t
The calculation procedure outlined in Section 6.3(a)> Chapter 6, 
is now applied to the same beam section, using equations 'Al 1 and 
'A2<.
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1. For 0 = 6.17, from Fig. 7,4, O6= 83.8°, cot <x = 0.109, cot2oc = 0,012
2. 'k' for the given beam section = 1.25
cot j8 = 0.109 (2 x 1.25 + 1) = 0.382 
hence,
sin^= 0.934, cos^ = 0.357, cosec j3 = 1.07
3. Calcuate 'j' from equation <A2'
n = 12&S§-3S_Oi224jL-Q..36.4 x 5 x 0.109 x 0.357
30.336 x 1.07
= 0.377 ins.
4. From equation 'Al 1 , using calculated 'n 1 ,
_ 6.174 15.168 x C
+ 12.98 (6.6875 - 0.377) 0.934
+ 0.307 (7.000 - 0.377)




According to the procedure outlined in section 6.3(b)., Chapter 6, 
and applying the equations given in section 6.3(iv) ; for the 
given beam section,
1. Select equations for k = 1.25, 0 > 2, •< 8.
2. Calculate n:-
12.98 x 38.118 +.2.24.X O..j56_4..xj 
30.336 (3S.118 + 7.84)
= 0.359 ins.
3. Calculate i'l^, using calculated n:- 
(38.110 + 2.8) ^
= 15.168 x 0.129 + 12 ..93 (6.6875 - 0.359) 3S.118 
+ 3.92 x 3.914
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+ 2.24 x 0.564 (7.500 - 0.500 - 0.359) 
+ 0.64 x 0.564 x 7.00 x 6.50 
80.176
C • -
The calculation procedure outlined in general in Section 6.3(0), 
Chapter 6, is now applied to the beam section using the equations 
•01', '02', 'C3 1 and 'C4',
1. using equations 'Cl 1 and 'C2',
1° 98 2 ? 
n = 30336 ~ 0.428 ins }- n = 0.183 ins .
MU = 15.168 x 0.183 + 12.98 (6.6875 - 0.4280) 
= 84.024
2. for k = 1.25, cot 06 = 1
cot f = 1(2 x 1.25 + 1) = 3.5 
sin 8 - 0.274, cos j3 - 0.962, cosec 8 = 3.649 
using equations 03 and 04
12.90 x 0_.274 * 0.564 x 5 x 0.962 
n " 30.336 x 3.649
= 0.057 ins, 
n2 = 0.003 ins?
Tu = 175
6.625 x 30.336 x O.u03 + 12.98 (6.6875 - 0.057) 
+ 3.5 x 0.564 x 5 (7.5 - 0.5 - 0.057) 
+ 0.564 x 7.5 x 6
= 51.594 
3. Applying the load condition,
]vr = 51.594 VI - (81.5/84-024)2
ti
= 12^J2 __________ 
M. = 84.024 yi - (13.2/51.594)2
- 14.6 -
°r, alternatively, using the graphical construction, and an 
ellipse of equation,
x2/(S4..02/+ )2 + y2/(51,594)2 - 1 
for, iMt = 1^2^ 
and for 1 = 81. J,
= 81.251 
= 12.537
The latter application is general for any applied M, , 
or M,, for beam 5.
With reference to cora;aents made in Chapter 6 and Fig. 1.6, 
the results for beam 5 are given belo\; in the same foriti, where 
^ = 81.5; J^ 1 = 81.251, Mt = 13.2, Mt ' = 12.537. 
Fig. 2.C;
The results given for Design Equation C (81.251, 12.537) are for 
both M, and M, known respectively, so that both design equations 
are used. The final results now involve the errors in the 
substituted values so that the result does not lie on the 
ellipse as explained in Chapter 6. The values are however 
comparable with those given by the other design equations, as
shown in Table. l.C.
_j"C - summary of results.

























* f = 45U
** X = cot""1 (2k + 1)




Appendix D contains a typical set of data for the series 
of tests carried out in the experimental investigation and 
reported on in Chapter 7. The data given is for beam D/2/6, 
and is representative of the information available for each of 
the test beams in Series B, C and D.
The large number of calculations and drawings concerned 
with the control-tests the final results of \-jhich are summarised 
in Tables 2.7 and 4.7 have not been included as these are of a 
standard form and dealt with by any text-book on concrete- 
technology .
The observations of crack-propogation and "Demec" readings 
taken for beam D/2/6 are given in Tables ID and 2D respectively, 
and reference to this information has been made in Chapter 7. 
Fig. l.D illustrates the increase in Demec readings with load 
and the effect of cracking of the concrete as it reaches the gauge 
length. Fig. 2.D is a plot of these readings over the constant 
aoraent length of the beam to assess the upward movement of the 
neutral axis. (Figs. l.D and 2.D arc included in the folder- 
pocket at the end of the thesis). As stated in Chapter 7, only 
locations 'a', 'e', and 'i 1 represent true average strain readings, 
and the remaining data is used to locate more exactly the crack 
propogation at different points along the beam. Table l.D and 
Fig. l.D thus correlate the sequence of cracking through the load 
stages up to ultimate.
.M. NEVILLE Properties of Concrete, Pitman, London, 1963.
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Table 3.D gives details of the beam-sections as required 
j.or substitution in the various design equations used for 
calculating the ultimate moments of Series C and D in Chapter',6.
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TableJUD;-










(i) 8-9 -B,i.e. crack in 
durafix, diagonal
between 8 and 9, reaching B 
(1) 3-9d , 9-10d reaching A 
(ii) 5-6 reaching B 
(iii) 0-1 reaching 3
(iv) 12 -13d reaching C
(v) 10~lld reaching C
(i) 8-9-10d - top of beam
(ii) 0-ld - C/B 
(iii) 3-4d - B/A
(iv) 2-3-4 - C/B
(v) 13 - C/B
(i) 2-3-4 -B
(ii) 10-lld - B
(i) 2-3-4-A
(i) major failure
crack, 2-3-4 - top
(i) 12-C 
(ii) 5-4-B




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix E lists the. computer programmes and results used 
in the study, and classified as followss-
1. Torsion theory for a rectangular section
(a) St. Venant
Programme 1 - LOV 2, n = 20. 
Programme 2 - LOV 2, n = 40.
(b) Membrane. Theory
Programme GOODTIM, n = 9.
These programmes have been referred to in Chapter 3. 
2; Grid-Frames
Programme MATRIX SOLVE - B/2/1 and 2. 
Programs MATRIX SOLVE - B/2/3 and 4- 
These programmes have been referred to in Chapter 8. 
All the above programmes, plus results, are included in the folder- 
pocket at the end of the thesis.
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PROGRAM (+PERK) OCCUPIES 2569 WORDS
PROGRAM DUMPED
COMPILING TIME 34 SEC /



































0,883958 -tO, 22 6 70 9 















































































































X! yo Xl Yl XI V2
X? vn X2 Y2
STOPPED AT ui?*i£ 46
U EPfN, LP/3261 0000 FAIR3AIRN CI«IL EWG 4 GOOD TIM
newlines (5) 
caption x O ft yj 
newlines (4)
caption xl ft yO; spaces (5); caption xl ft yl; spaces (5); caption xi ft y2
newlines (4)






U EDIN, LP/3281 0000 FAIRBAIRN CIVIL ENG, GOOD TIM
COMPUTING 2000 INSTRUCTIONS
OUTPUT














cosh=-^(exp(c*q/k) + exp(-c*q/k) ) 





m=-< l6/<7rf2) ) (l/(nt2) ) ((-1) t( (n-l)/2) ) (sinh/cosh 1) (cs)
tl=tl+l; tm=tm+^;
z=sq rt«tlt2)-f-(tmt2)>




8: ->5O unless n=q 
print(tl,4,6) 
spaces(2) 




->4 unless tan<343<S 
print(tan ,4,6)
->6





/(a), /'/eooye/t/v/^e /- - <-&v s, n. - 20-
***A
JOB
CIE OO3/OOOOOOOO/ DR FAIRBAIRN LOV2 N 2O
CrMPUTING 2000 DJSTRUCTICNS
OUTPUT



























print (tin ,4,6) 
spaces(4)
z= sq rt <(Tlt2) + (tra*2)) 
print (z ,4, 6) 
spaces (2)
->3 unless tm=O 
tan =4000
3; tan=Tl/tra
print ( tan ,4 , 6)
4: caption 44>4 large
12/04/67 21,53,52
UNIVERSITY ATLAS AUTOCODE l6/Q$/67
Q03/QQQQQOQQ/ DR FAIRBAIRN LOV2 SO.
0
47 OF PROGRAM
<*PERM) OCCUPIES 2541 WORDS
PROGRAM DUMPSD
COMPILING TIME 12 SEC / 7 SEC
0,000000 0,000000 0,000000 LARGE -0,028149 Q,OOQOQO 0.028149 L A RGE -Q f 06
0666 0*000000 0,060666 LARGE -Q»i02554 0,000000 0,102554 LARGE -0,160122
0.000000 Q,UOJ22 LARGE -Q t 24l63Q 0*OOQQQQ 0*241630 LARGE -0,357609 0,0000
00 Q,3§7609 LARGE »0,5200§4 0,000000 0,520054 LARGE «0, 739432 0,000000 
0,739432
0,000000 0,223254 0,223254 
7637 LARGE -0,056089 0.214626
223762 -0,468m LARGE -Q,U83$5 0,183592 
155150 0,272936 -£,447307 LARgE -0,334284 
0,491045 0,061952 0,494937 .7,926216 LARGE 
0195564,100612 LARGE
0,000000 LARGE -0,026018 Q,22117§ 0,222700 -0,11 
0,221834 -0,261334 LARGE "0,094880 0,202650 0,
0,236041 s.0,808069 LARGE -?0,224550 0, 
0,114892 0,353477 -2«909§52 LARGE - 
-0,708000 .0,000000 0,708000 49600605094
0,000000 0,450566 0 
4626 LARGE .0,043005 0,434§60
418654 -0,176747 LARGE ^0«U4350 0,376516 
322322 0,366502 -0,541222 LARfiE -0,264038 
0,400596 0,134068 0,422435 -2t9g8004 LARSE 
22430,162131 LARGE









0,303705 LARGE ^0,174440 0, 
0,359010 .,1,085443 LARGE -, 
,,0,000000 0,608125 6*210716682
0,000000 0,685392 0,685392 
LARSE -O t 023315 0,664397
636272 «Q,062314 LARGE -Q,Qfe234Q 0,587596 
514379 0,523252 -0,186542 LARGE -0,148394 
0,238209 0*235604 0,335042 -1,011054 LARGE 
559,110969 LARGE









-0,106093 LARGE -0,095953 0,
0*429628 -0*368055 LARGE 
.,0,000000 0,416395 65534837982
0,000000 0,930519 0,000000 LARGE 0,000430 0,924405
0466 LARGE -0 S OOQ358 0,906955 0,906955 
875936 -0,000222 LARGE 0,000647 0,823693 
742555 0,742555 -0.000494 LARGE -0,000738 
0,002210 0,418082 0.418088 0,OC5287 LARGE 
,347083
0,924405 0,00
-0,000394 LARGE «-0,000195 0,875936 0, 
0,823693 0.000785 LARGE -0,000367 0, 
0,619478 0,619479 -0,001192 LARGE 




STOPPED AT LINE 47
CIE 003/OQQOOQQO/ DR FAIRBAIRN LOV2











integer array PERM (l:y)
routine spec MRLINEQ(array name A,B,X, integer array name PERM, integer n,Q)
comment r is the number of matrices to be solved c 
y is the size of the matrix
i=














ctr= ctr + .1
If ctr > r then ->2
-> 1
















































2.t»«i o i.iKb o o o o -0.309 oooooo
o 2.581 o -0.309 oooo -0.197 1.186 o o o o
1.186 o 2.681 o -0.309 ooooooooo
o -0.309 o 2.681 o -0.197 1.186 o o o o o o o
o o -0.309 o 2,99 °« 197 ° 1»186 -0.197 o -0.309 o o o
o o o -0.197 0.197 0.066 o 0.197 -0.022 o o 0.197 o o
o o o 1.186 o o 5.053 o o -0.309 o 1.186 o o
-0.309 ooo 1,186 0.197 ° 2«99 -°«J-97 ooo -0.309 o 
o -0.197 o o -0.197 -0.022 o -0.197 0.066 oooo 0.197 
o 1.186 oooo -0.309 o o 5.053 ooo 1.186 
oooo -0.309 o o o o o 2.681 o 1.186 o 
o o o o o 0.197 1.186 oooo 2.681 o -0.309 
ooooooo -0.309 o o 1.186 o 2.681 o 
oooooooo 0.197 1.186 o -0.309 o 2.681 
oooo -1.333 0.333 o 2.667 1.667 o o o o o
***
07/04/67 I8,,53«57
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY ATLAS AUTOCODE U/Ol/67




73 END OF ROUTINE
74 END OF BLOCK
75 END OF PROGRAM
(+PERM> OCCUPIES 2682 WORDS 
PRQ5RAM DUMPED









4. 211?979 B 0 
U1859126* 2 





STOPPED AT LINE 75
CJE Q03/OQGQOQOO/ P R FAIRBAIRN MATRIX SOLVE B/2/3 AND




CIE 003/00000000/ DR FAIRBAIRN LOV2 N4O
COMPUTING 2000 INSTRUCTIONS
OUTPUT






























z= sq rt <(Tlt2)
print(z,4,6)
spaces(2)
->3 unless tm=O 
tan=4OOO
07/04/67 18.51,28
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY ATLAS AUTOCODE 16/01/67
CIE QQ3/OQQGOQQO/ DR FAIRgAIRN L 0 V 2 , 72. =>^o. 
0 BEGIN
47 END OF PROGRAM
PROGRAM UPERM) OCCUPIES 2544 WORDS
PROGRAM DUMPED
COMPILING T JME 27 SEC / 8 SEC
0,000000 0,000000 0.000000 LARGE ^0,028149 0,000000 0,028149 LARGF -0.06 
0666 0,000000 0,060666 LARgE -Q,lQ Z 5S4 0,000000 0,102554 LARGE -0,16Q1?2 "
0,000000 0.160122 LARGE wQ*2 4 163Q Q S QQQQGQ 0,241630 LARGE -0.357609 OaQQQG 
00 0*3§7609 LARGE -O t 5200§4 Q.OOOOQQ 0,520054 LARGE -Q S 739432 " 0,000000 '"
0,739432 LARGE "
0,000000 0,223254 O t 223g54 
7637 LARGE -0,056089 0.214626
223762 -0.468J97 LARGE .0»U83s5 0.183592 
155150 0,272936 -1,447307 LARgE -0,334284 
0.491045 0,061952 0,494937 -7s9262l6 LARGE 
4631643,295288 LARGE








-0,808069 LARGE -0,224550 0, 
0*353477 -2»909552 LARGE •* 
e O,OQOOOO 0,708000 4960Q665187
0,000000 0 S 450566 0,450566 
4626 LARGE -0,043005 0,434560
41S604 -0,176747 LARGE --0.114350 0,376516 
322322 0,366502 -«0,541222 LARgE -0,264038 
0,400596 O.J34068 0,422435 -2*988004 LARGE 
49124,114215 LARGE
0 9 GQOOQQ LARGE -0,019935 0,446712 0,447157 -0,04 
0,436683 -0,098961 LARGE -0,072666 0,412264 0,
0,393497 -0*303705 LARGE -0,174448 0, 
0,243254 0,359010 -1,085443 LARGE 
•^0,608125 .0,000000 0,608125 68217398785
0,000000 0,605392 0,685392 OgOOOOOO LARGE 
5B7§ LARGE -0,023315 0,664397 0 9 664806 
636272 «-0,Q623}4 LARGE -0,0*2340 0,587596 
514379 0,523252 -0,186542 LARgE .0,148394 
0,238209 0,235605 0,335042 -1,011055 LARGE 
676*088990 LARGE
-0,010800 0,660342 0,680428 -0,01 
-.Og 035093 LARGE -0,039572 0,635040 0, 
0,590894 -0,106093 LARGE -0,095953 0, 
0.403J86 0,429627 "0«368055 LARGE 
-0,416395 .0,000000 0,416395 66030616934
OsOOOOOO 0 9 93QJ8i 0,000000 LARGE -.0,000048 0,924474 0,924474 -0,00
0051 LARGE 0,000093 0,907390 0.907390 
875367 ^0»QQQ154 LARGE 0,000170 0,823719 
743380 0,743380 -0,000265 LARgE 0,000209 
0,000164 Q f 4!8284 0,418284 -0,000393 LARGE 
•069025 LAR6E
0,000103 LARGE -0,000135 0,875367 0, 
0,823719 0 S 000207 LAf?GE -0.000197 0, 
0,618318 0,618318 0,000337 LARGE 




STOPPER AT UINE 47
CIE 003/00000000/ DR FAIRBAIRN LOV2
RUNNING TIME 19 SEC / 18 SEC
***A
JOB







integer array PERM (Ity)
rpu^ine_8£0c MRLINEQ(arrj.y_nam© A SB,X 9 integer array^ name PERM 9 integer n 9Q)
comment r is the number of matrices to be solved c
y is th© si55© of the matrix 
ctr= 1












ctr= ctr + 1
if ctr :> r then ->2
-> 1
routine MRLINEQ(array naroe A^BjXj integer array narn® PERM, integer n sQ)
real AMAX, CHANGE





2: SSEii2E. MRLINEQ^ldata^f auul t ,n<O ; stop
ENTER(l); cy^cle i=l,l,n-l ~
AMAX=OJ jMAX=0
cycle j=i,l,n




cycle j=i 9 ! 9n
CHANGE=A<i,j)
A(i,j)=A(jMAX 9 j)
A ( jMAX , j ) =CHANGE
rg£®at
cycle j=i+l 9 l,n
cycle s=




ENTER<2) scy£le i=l e l.n
rape ait
cy_cl© i=l,l,n-JL
CHANGE=X(PERM ( i) ) 
X(PERM(i))=X<i) 
X(i)=CHANGE 













2«b8i o 1,186 o o o o -o e3O9 o o o o o o
o 2«68i o -0.309 o o o o -0.197 1,186 o o o o
1,186 o 2 0 68l o -09309 ooooooooo
o -0,309 o 2.681 o -o s i97 1.186 ooooooo
o o -0,309 o 2»99 0.197 o 1.186 -0.197 ° -°»3°9 ooo
ooo -0.197 °«>197 o8 o66 o 0^,197 -0,022 o o 0.197 o o
ooo 1.186 o o 5.053 o o -0.309 o 1.186 o o
-0,309 ooo 1.186 0.197 ° 2.99 -°»197 ooo -0.309 o 
o -0.197 o o -0.197 -0.022 o -0.197 °e °66 oooo 0.197 
o 1.186 oooo -6.309 o o 5.053 ooo I9 i86 
oooo -0.309 ooooo 2.681 o 1,186 o 
ooooo 0.197 1.186 oooo 2.681 o -0.309 
ooooooo -0.309 o o 1.186 o 2.681 o 




EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY ATLAS AUTOCODE U/Ot/67




?3 END OF ROUTINE
74 END OF SLQCK
7$ END OF PROGRAM
PROGRAM <-*PERM> OCCUPIES 2682 WORDS 
PROGRAM DUMPED











STOPPER AT LINE 75
CIE Ofis/oooooooo/ D R FAIRBAIRN MATRIX SOLVE 8/2/1 AND
RUNNING TIME 3 SEC / 2
